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THE-DEAD-BANK PRESIDENT'S
SIDE DEALS CAUSED FAILURE
Transactions In Real Estate Chief Cause
of the Wreck.
THE DETAILS OF THE WREC KING OF THE PHILADELPHIA
BANK REVEALS THE SAME OLD STORY OF THE PRESI-
DENT SPECULATING IN OUT SIDE VENTURES WITH THE
BANK'S FUNDS AND HIS LOSSES NOW FALLING ON
THOSE WHO TRUSTED HIM.
HAD A MILLION OR SO OF THE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH FUNDS IN HANDS
Philadelphia. Aug. 29.—So great
was the confidence reposed in Freels
H. Hippie, late president ea the Raar
Estate Trust Company, which was
yesterday forced to the wall because
of the secret, business transactions of
Mk. Hippie, that the institution was
virtually the bank of the PresbYteri.in
Church. Not only the general assent-
k bly, which was a large depositor, but
even the smallest Sunday school or-
ganizations and finialreds of individ-
uals, with abiding faith in the integri-
ty of the late president, had intrusted
their funds and savings to the insti-
tution.
"It almost destroys a person's faith
in human nature," said H. P. Ford.
secretary to IX. Alexander Henry,
secretary of the board II f publication
and Sabbath school work of the Pres-
byterian church. "As treasurer of the
trustees of the general assembly, Mr.
Hippie had control of over Secoo.ono.
and as treasurer of the permanent
committee on home missione and auto
tenation in the synod of Peonsylvania
and Presbyterian hospital of this c;ty
other large amounts were at his corn-
- mand"
Since the failure of the trust coat-
pany it has been learned that only a
few months ago the institution was
under consideration as possible de-
pository for the foreign miesiona-y
/mole of the Presbyterian church. The
influence of MT. Hippie. it is said.
nnseht have eventually prevailed.
The annual contributions to foreign
American amounts to over $1,000,000,
and its surplus on hand always equals
ha4f of that atmount
Possibility of Suicide.
It :5 likely that an investigation
of the manner in which President
Hippie. came to his sudden death will
now be made. Coroner's Physician
Read. of Morristown. admits that Mr.
Hippie may have committed suicide.
The few friends who attended the
private burial of the late president
of the trust company on Monday had•4 knowledge of its difficulties, but none
of them were aware of this greatly in-
4 volved financial conditions. He was
not known to have been a stock spec-
ulator, although financiers say he was
one of the many who !rot 'heavily in
the Consolidated Lake Superior
stocks several years ago. Real estate
investments seem to have engaged hie
attention and money almost exclus-
ively. This is borne out through hi'
connections with Adolph Segal and
the latter's enterprises.
Money Can Be Raised.
Late last night Segal his counsel
and District, Oketonsey John C. Bell
tickd a cnference. Mr. Bell said ne
had been called in by Segal. because
the promoter thought it entirely feas-
ible to raise ehe $3.sotecteo needed by
the trulitf ceittatiany. Mr. Bell said he
was in no way connected with the
case ()thee than that be might aid
111 raising (he 1 utiTs neecesary to place
the company again on a sound basis.
It is the expressed opinion of hank-
ers that the Real Estate Trost COM -
ibp•
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to acqua themselves Oath the con-
ditions the company and the trans-
actions of President Ripple.
"They knew nothing more than we
had beard," declared Preeident Mirk-
ener, "and they were not even fa-
miliar with the securities in their pos-
session. The company was also en-
gaged in a bonding business, and its
fidelity department had much money
tied up in outstanding assurances
w.hioh could not therefore be touched
and on which it was unable to realize
at the present time. No statement of
the condition of this branch of ehe
business was made to the clearing-
house, though it might have been
posaible to devise some means by
which at least a portion of this money
could have been released and used in
aiding she institution.out of it. trou-
bles.'
Remarkable Rise.
Today the name of Adolph, Segal
te on the lips of everybody in Phile-
delphia. His rise from a toiler over
a soap caufdron in a ten by twelve
cellar in West Philadelphia lees than
twenty years ago to a handler of
lions of dollars has certainly been
spectacular. Alhtough he has figured
for years as a builder of sugar re-
fineries, railroad*, apartment houses,
handsome residences and mod-
ern houses for workingmen, tittle was
known of his personality until the
newspapers were read today.
After building a large independent
auger refinery in Camden. N. J..
across the Delaware river from Pinta-
helphia. and selling it to the Ameri-
can Sugar Refining Company at an
alleged profit of $ecio,000. the built an-
other in the sugar district of this city
along the river front. But as far as
is known the second venture was nev-
er bought by the purchaser of the
first, although the statement is made
that the money tied up in the struc-
ture received 6 per cent on its invest-
entent• from some source.
Model Refinery.
The sugar refinery us, as a reanery,
what the Nfajestic is as a hotel. Mov-
ing platforms, automatic cranes. tur-
bine engines, make it a place which
works itself. The raw product can he
'unloaded from the ship. lying at one
of the most completely equipped
wharves on the river front by those
automatic cranes for the slitting of the
bag at 'the head of the filter and the
occasional turning of a directing rod;
the agency of the human hand is not
required elsewhere in the course of
the evolution of sugar. One who has
been through it says that a man
might work in any part of it in even-
ing clothes. Tiled bathing-rooms and
copper finishings abound throughout
It MIK about as much as the Majestic
Hotel, and has been idle since its
erection—two or three years ago.
Segal was the promoter of several ete-
terprisee in the state outside of Phila-
s j
Involved in Many Deals,
It is said that the Real Estate Trust Must
Company has been involved in all of
pany failure does not involve any them to some extent. Two are situ-
other banking-house in the city. Th. Ater! in Lancaster county; one, the
three d-epositories for 'the funds on Swedieh Crucible Iron and Steel
the trust company were the Franklin iNorks. at Lancaster, and the other.
National 'Bank. the Market Street
Notional 'Rank and the First National
Rank. Aside from having deposits of
the toot company, it is declared by
officials of these institution* that the
Finance Company of Pennsylvania
bad advanced half a million dollars
-to the Real Estate Trost Company
for current Weeds.
"The very beat form of securities
was pledged." he said, "consequently
the three hanks and the Finance COM-
- patty are simply protected."
DIreetoes Blamed.
According to John W. Wanner,
std 
president of the Clear g holaile Afa/1-
ciation, that body  ret tot ad-
vance all the money requir by the
trust company provided the proper
security was offered. The direcrws
of the trust company are severely
criticised by members of the Clear-
- ler-luouse YOgociatioe for their failure. . t
the Safe Harbor Match Works, at
Safe 'Harbor. Of these enterprises a
dispatch {nom Lancaster says:
"The Swedish Crucible Iron and
Steel 'Company was organized about
tight rears ago by Segal. Several
hundred acres of land, suppose a to be
rich in magnetic are, were booght.
The company was first known att the
Champion Iron Company, later assate'
Standard' Iron and Steel Company,
and fianlly as the •Swedish Crucible
Iron and Steel Company.
"A four-mile railroad was built
from the works to the Columbia itz
Port Depoeff road at Safe Harbnr,
and a rproducing plant was' erected and
machinery installed at rather heavy
expense.
Valved Too High.
"The entire property wee bonded
(Cont"nued on Page Four.)
WILL. NOT GIVE OUT NAME YET
Police Judge Puryear States That the
Identity of Man Is Known Be-
yond Reasonable Doubt..
WOMAN'S STORY OF SUSPECT
HIS SIS,TER HAS RETURNED
lit seems now that the coils 4 re
gradually tightening about the mur-
derer of young Claude Bass, and ere
the light of another day the galty
party may behind the bars.
The police have moved seemingly
slow, but so slight was the evidence
at first that great caution was neces-
sary. For this reason, though the
officers have known for several days
almost absolutely who committed the
crime, they have not given out ete
name, as the man is not in the c'ty
and a premature publication of the
name would warn the man or his
friends.
Judge Puryear, of the police court,
was seen by a representative of the
Register, and, while very reticent,
stated that the officials were reason-
ably sure of the identity of the mur-
derer. 4
'While a great mass of matter has
been printed about the mysterious
mu. rder. but few actual feats have
developed.
A woman who is unable to leave
her home on account of illness is Ali
leged to have made the folhowing
statement to the officers:
"A man whom I know well visited
my house in the northeastern part oil
'the city about It o'clock Tuesday
night of last week and asked permis-
sion to wash his hands. I noticed
him closely and saw thae his hands
were very bloody. I voiced what had
'happened and he replied:
" 'Just tilled a man nutted Bass.
bit him in the head several times. TI
he is nest dead he surely will die. II
hit him with a heavy piece of iros,
It occurred under the thorn tree near
Durrett's slaughter pen. He would
not go to sleep and he would not let
me sleep, so I killed him and tools
$.4s out of his pockets.'"
Some people are disposed to criii-
cise the police, and are asking the
question: "if the police know the
party who committed the Murder
why don't they make the arrest?" .
This is: unjust to the officers. They
have worked 'hard on the case wal-
nut -hope of reward, and also had very
Wide to work upon. They have done
good work so far, and have good
reasons for not making the name of
tihe culprit public. Too much has
been published already along this
line. probably. Many a criminal has
made good his escape on account of
a too- previous publication of has
name or the evidence concerning the
crime. , While it would be a hard-
ship on the newspapers and public.
who want the news, it would really
he better if the officials would re•
fuse to give any information of a
crime until the suspected parties had
been arrested.
The public should he patient and
feel assured that the police know
what they are about and will make
the arrest as soon as possible.
Tennessee Gat' Who Has Been Miss-
ing for Several Days Is Now
at Home.
REGISTERED AT THE CRAIG
Bids Received For Work on Streets to
De !Improved
Thoughts of home and mother made
alIss Lacey Sommers, the Tennessee
girl wbo has been missing for several
*toe -homesick., and she is now at
hotne at Jackson, Tenn.
Colonel Bud Dale, proprietor of the
Richmoad House, yesterday received
the following letter:
"Jackson. Tenn.,Aug. 28, Igoe.
"Mr. Bud Dale, Paducah, Ky.:
"Dear Bro.—My sister came. -home
this morning. We have a happy home




Rev Sommer, is a brother of Miss
Lacey Sommers., who left her home at.
Jackson suddenly Tuesday of last
week. Her mother immediately wrora
to Rev. Sommers at Greenfiekt, who
learned that his sister had purchased
a ticket for Paduach. He came here,
but heard she had gone to Trenton,
Tenn., and Rev. Sommers left :m-
mediately for that town. In isome
manner he learned that a young lady
answering to his sister's description
had registered at the Craig Hotel, this
eity, under the name of "Lucile Bal-
lard, Trenton, Tenn."
. The minister came here again Mon-
'.day, only to find that the young lady
had taken a boat to Evansville. and
ho followed her there, and thence toi
Louisville, where they met.
Mies Lacey gives the follOwiog itin-
erary of her trip: I
She left Jackson the morning of her
disappearance over the Illinois Cen-
tral for Fultop. She there took a
train for Paduach and registered at
the Crates House as Lucile Ballard,
Tredeon. Tenn., and spent the night
there The next day she decided to
go on to Louisville. Ky., where she
intended getting a position in a m:1-
linery store. At Evansville she
changed boats and reached Louisville
Saturday afternoon. She secured a
boarding-house and remained there
until last evening, when she took a
until Tuesday, when he took a train
home.
Her brother, who' was boarding the
train to go south in searoh of her,
met her as she was getting off the
train She told her brother that she
had become tired of her position Pt
the sanitarium, and had decided to
learn the millinery husinero. She
knew that there would be opposition
at home, so she desired to slip away.
She had beard nothing of the search
for her. but said that the thoughts
of her home and mother had been so
constantly with her. 'both awake and
asleep, that she had decided to return.
although a position had been offered
her at Louisville.
CARMACK WILL TAKE STUMP
Writes Chairman Morrow That He
Will Give Such Time As He Can
COMPANY HAS BEEN WARNED 
to the Service of His Party.
Settle California Losses or
Leave Nevada.
Carson City. Nev., Aug. 29.—A
letter has been sent to the London
and Lancashire Fire Insurance com-
pany by Insurance Commissioner Das
vis in response to one received from
the manager of the company relative
to information as to the condition of
its business in the state of Nevada,
,in which Mr. -Davis says:
"You ask' me relative to the re-
quirements of the laws of the state
of Nevada, with which you will be
pleased to comply. I would suggest
that your company pay better atten-
tion to complying with the laws of
California. You are reported in the
newspapers as settling in full with
your wealthy patrons and equeeziog
your small policyholders. You have
no right to make,sitch.diecrisnination.
"You certainly cannot expect to dri
hoeineas on those lines in California
and continue to write pralic;o- in this
state. I have ordered, all pnliciret car-
ried by your company cancelled.
Nashville Tenn.. Aug 29.—Sena-
tor E. W. Carmack has written Chair-
man Morrow, of the state Democratic
committee, that he 'is ready to give
such tin hs as he can to the service
of the Democratic party and to ad'
csess the people in behalf of its
nominee. He concludes his letter by
saying that he will at an early day
personally confer With Chairman
Morrow wah a view to a more de
finite understanding.
Some of the recalcitrants have
been affecting to believe that Senator
Carmack would sidk in his tent, but
Hs letter to Chairman 'Morrow sets
these foolish ideas at rest, and rather
indicates that he will be the first man
to follow Patterson to the firing line.
Other prominent men who have
been invited by Chairman Morrow to
speak have given verbal acceptance.
Coma Rounded Up.
The negroes meet' have been affect-
ed by the cool spell, as half a dozen
were rounded up about t o'clock this
morning by the night police on the
charge of drunk and disorderly con-
duct.
BOARD CONSUMES THREE HO URS IN DISPATCHING BUSI-
NESS BEFORE IT, AND WILL MEET AGAIN THIS AFTER-
NOON TO RECEIVE THE FIGURES OF THE CITY ENGI-
NEER AND TO AWARD THE CONTRACT FOR THE NEW
STKEETS.
MEMPHIS ASPHALT AND PAVING




Wa...iiington street, First to Third street $14967•09
Second street, Washington to Kentucky avenue  5,27645
First street, Alashington to Broadway  te,093•20
Brick sidewalk, Washington, First to Second  ocio.000s $31,836.74
Memphis Asphalt Company Bid:
Washington street, First to Third street 5'4,243.34
Second streei. 'Washington to Kentucky avenue 4,975.21
First street. Washinirton to Brotolway
10406-50
:Brick sidewalk, Washington, First to 'Second street.. 1,40e.00— 32,574-13
SIDS-WALKS— (Recluding betwe n First Ind Second on Washingt04)•
Tb011111s Bridges Son—litel:
Washington, Second to Third street  $1,329.00
Second street, Washington to Kentucky avenue   1,158.co
First street, Washington Broadwaay  1,770.00—
Memphis Mphalt Company—Bid:
Washington, Second to Third strew.  $1.270.40
Second street, Washington to Kentuacy avenue   t,t16.flo
First street, Washington to Brody  1,694•00—,.
The board of public works met yes- 'city scales lot and give the geolie.
terday afternoon at the city hall with: Pivcil tr9v411S Piet...4' • •
39,788.1u
  9,108.27
Brick sidewalk, Washington, First to Second streia  1,462.00--
Hines & Bowlin--Bid:
Washington street, First to Third atreet $15,281-53
Second street, Washington to Kentucky avenue   5,3051.10
First street, Washington to Broadway  ... 
President kinklift Taylor and Will Superintendent geebtet Lid Ser;;t1'
helot; present: Mr. George Langstaff inspector Bundesntan were ordeied• 
ewho is to take the place made vacant 
tJ Us th well at the pumping
station.
he Mr. Rinkll'ffs .iesignation was alsc
present to fam liarize himself with thc
board affairs.
'Much important business war
transacted by the board among which
seas receiving the bids for the im-
provement of First street from
i'irst to Third streets and Second
street from Kentucky avenue to
Washington street. The date for in-
specting the sidewa.ks on West Jef-
ferson street from EIghteenth to
Twenty-fourth street was fixed for ,
p. m. Monday September 3.
The first business was the consid
elation of the bids for the streets tc
be improved, the representatives of
the three companies being in waiting.
They were invited in and bids opened
and tabulated by the clerk and cite
engineer, and the bids referred to
City Engineer Washington to
figure nut and report back to the
board.
Further time was granted on a re-
port about _the dedication of streets
in Little's addition.
The board authorized a warrant for
Si° in settlement of the bill of a St
Louis attorney for investigating the
sureties on a bond executed to the
r:ty for the street flusher. ,
Notice was ordered sent to the
Home Telephone company to remove
the pole at Fifth and Jefferson street!
lack to the property lina.
The d fferences with the Wesco
Electric company having been ad-
justed to the - satisfact:on of the
board the bill of goods ordered by
the supetintendent of the light plant
was approved.
A permit was granted the Padu-
c,ili Gas and Fuel company to open
•.he sidewak in front of the Elks'
Home to make a gas connection.
Contrai.tor Bridges notified the
board that he had completed the
granitod sidewalks on West Jeffer-
son street. and the board set Mondae
September 3 at 3 o'clock p. m. , as
the time to inspect the work and to
hear any complaints from the prop-
erty owners, and instructed the neces-
sary notice to be given.
Notice was ordered seat to the
Traction company to remove all of 'its
old ties and rals on Langstaff avenue
and restore the street to goOd con
dition, the company having, aband
oned that route.
A hew light was authorized to be
raced in alley between Kentackv
avenue and Washington street just
back- of the city scales. The police
depattrnent comp
. atn•ng that dis-
orderly persons congregate on tit!
•
The stre,et Inspector was ordered
tiar have tit/ gutters at Seventh and
Boyd streets cleaned and put 'in good
.Mitary condition.
A communication from the genera'
sotincil in.-regard to paying for new
*.ork ordered in Mechanicsburg wa-
teceived and tiled.
A numb*, of petitons for street
lights were received and filed. At an
early day the board will drive
through the outskirts and locate the
twenty-four lights yet to be placed.
Offers for the old electric machines
and lamps were received and hied.
•fro the city engineer was referred
the matter of the traction coenpany
plan** a pole at the intersection of
Fourth and jefferson streets.
Superintendent Keebler was author-
ize,14' to hire an additional horse to
be used in distributing the new poles
for the extension of the light sys-
tem. •'
Notee was ordered sent to the
traction company to either lower its
track on Thirteentlretreet from Lang-
staff to Atkin- avenues or to build the
Streetuplo the 'height to which it
had raised the track. 
Additional orders were issued to
the street inspector and special .n-
speotors to see that contractors
cleared away the surplus dirt and ma-
terial a4 the work progressed.
Superintendent Keebler was or-
dered to remove a hanging crossarm
on a pole near Thirteenth and Broad-
way.
The street inspector was ordered to
insist on contractors replacing the
fences at the Hiale and Langstaff resi-
dences, and to fill the exravations
made by them in' the yards.
The street inspector was ordered
to notify the Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis Railway Company to
plane between their tracks at Sixth
street and to put all street crossings
in good' repair.
The street inspector was also or-
dered • to notify the Illinois Central
Hospital to repair the curb in front
of tahr hospital and the depression
in Sotrth Fifteenth street occasioned
by running a sewer along there.
The sale of aandstone curbing to
Sears was confirmed.
The street inspector reported the
guard rails at the Sixth street bridge
was in good/ repair and conditiOn.
The street inspector was ordered to
repair the sidewalk at Eighth and
'Clark 4treet9, tatroaged by the city
teems driving across it.
,Thrtettomplaint of a traction corn-
any 'Mlle in front of the Foie ,re'}-
(Continued on Page Five.)
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' REASON RESTORED JOINT POLES WlonTED BKILION.
• Sincere Mau Did Net Find.What 
FORMER NEWSPAPER MAN RE-
GAINS SENSES AFTER
NINE YEARS.
Portion of Skull Removed and Silver
Plate Inserted as Last
Resort.
ALL MEMPHIS COMPANES EX-
CEPT CUMBERLAND WILL
USE SAME POLES.
Arrangement Will Cause Removal










St. Louis, Aug. 29.—When L. F. The city of Momphis and all cor-
McCann, 29 years old, of Joplin,, Mo., porations using overhead wires, with
leaves the Mayfield , sanitarium, the exception of the Cumberland Tel-
where he underwent a delicate opera- ephone and Telegraph company, says
tion on the brain for a trouble caused the Commercial Appeal, yesterday
. by a blow on the head in 1897, he entered into an agreement for th
will be rational in every respect, but joint use of poles, which will resu
the period since the accident will in the removal of some 3oo poles n
seem but a dream. The operation l in use along Madison avenue. M
was performed by Dr. W. H. 1'ay-1 shall avenue, Spring street, Ral
field, assisted by Drs. G. W. Sparker, avenue and Lamar boulevard.
W. G. Tyzzer, E. M'. Osborne and' E. agreement covers all the terr
B. Mayfield. from the uptown..ditfict, whe
To perform the operation required wires are now used by the
forty minutes. The patient was put Telegraph-Cable company, an
under anesthetics and a fibrous be formally signed up by th
growth of his skull as large as a half- pany, the Memphis Telephon
dollar, due to the old fracture and a pany, the Consolidated Gas a
tric company, the Miemph
Railway company and the
City Electrician Moran h
position for twenty-two
since he first assumed t
the office it has been hi
an agreement be made
parties for the joint use
such an agreement wo
number of poles alo
and greatly beautify t
ough fares.
subsequent trephining, was cut away.
Then the cause of the young man's
trouble was discovered. Protruding
from the skull into the brain were
three pointed bits of bone, due tc
the old fracture. They had penetrat-
ed the dura .mater, the membrane that
surrounds the brain.
The brain at that point was cal-
loused and presented a peculiar ap-
pearance. This part was cut away.
The duma mater under the fracture
had thickened to almost a quarter of
an inch. After the incision had becm
made to see that the skull was not
pressing at any point, a silver plate
about the thickness of a knife blade
was sutured in the collular section of
the skull between the inner and outer
shells. The flap of the skin and flesh,
which had been cut in a half-moon
shape and puled back to permit of
the operation, were restored ant
sewed over the silver plate, and the
operation was complete.
Return of Consciousness.
In about half an hour McCann be-
came conscious. He awoke with a
smile and restored reason. The
straight jacket used to _prevent his
escape from the sanitarium before the
operation had been removed from his
room. Almost a month has elapsed
since the operation. and the incisicsa
is nearly healed. The attendants who
have remained with McCann con-
stantly since the operation say that
he has been rational at all times. Mr.
Mayfield believes he is permanently
cured.
McCann's is only one of the few
cases on record where such opera.
tions have been performed succeas-
•fally. The operation is exceedingly
dercate. The parents and sisTer of the
young man were notified before the
operation that it might result in hi
death.
in 1897 McCann sustained a Ira
tare of the skull on the left side
the forehead, just in front and a
the temple. Three weeks later
mental disease developed. At
McCann would become violent
had to be restrained from in
those about him. His condif
came so aggravated that a tr
operation ' was performed in
Xan.. designing to remove
sure of the skull from the b
son was not improved by
lion. Wavering between'
madnese. at times thhe
had to be guarded. Then
en to Chicago for an o
his mother withheld her
nothing was done
Violent at Delmar Garden.
'About six weeks ago the mother,
sister and a brother-in-.law brought
the young man to the Mayfield san-
itarium, resolved •tn have an opera-
tion performed. This had been ad-
vised by physicians in Kansas .City.
Chicago and St. Louis. McCann was
at this time rational at intervalsz_ but
the ;least excitement threw him into
violence. At the door of the sani-
tarium he broke away from the at-
tendants and escaped, and was not
captured' for several hours.
Once while visiting his sister ;n
St. Louis he went to ;Delmar garden
during a rational period. He became
violent there and was arrested for
disturbing the peace. Later the po
lice discovered his condition. Oc-
tasicmally he wrote" long letters to
prominent persons and argued on the
Scriptures with those who talked vorth
him. Tie has done considerabl eread-
ing and was formerly in t'..e newspa-




















DECIDES TO MOVE IT.
Topeka Kans., Aug. 2o.—Ora J
u14, founder of Englewood, Chi-
ago' South Side sill-n.1.6, will to. 
'morrowbegin the work of moving
the town of Englewood, Clark comity.
one mile south of its present location
The 'Kansas town is in the center of
Could's ar000-acre ranch, and the
qtiirter section on which it is located
has a clouded title It has a popula-
tion of 45c. and the new site. of 240
acres is a gift of Mr. Gotild, whose
home is at Burlington, Iowa.,
Citizen—"0 ter. is there a pion')
cr drinkin& fountain near here?"
LotiisvileOFfficer—"I see you are a
stranger;no. there is not hilt
th.nk they keep bottled water at the
tient stare on the corner."--4Auck.
Cumberland
Some months ag


























Speaking with reference to the at-
ude of the Cumberland company
esterday, City Electrician Moran
yesterday made the follov..iag state-
ment:
"The Memphis Telephone corPanY,
the Consolidated Gas and Electric
company. the Memphis Street Rail
way company and the Postal Tele-
graph company have agreed with me
for the joint use of poles along Mad-
ison and Marshall avenues, Spring
street, Raleigh avenue and Lamar
boulevard. I mad-e a trip to Nash-
ville in the effort to get the Cumber-
land Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany to join in the agreement. There
saw Mi. Hume and Mr. Caaldwell.
of that Company. and they declined
to go into the agreement.
It Is Practicable.
"All parties who have entered into
the agreement are satisfied that it is
practicatle and that it will be cheaper
for all parties concerned. This agree-
ment will do away with about 300
poles now strung along the different
streets, and will result in greatly
beautifying those streets. In addition
the citizens are building 'ha nd some
homes and other buildings a!ong
these streets. and the •removal of the
3oo poles will materially enhance the
attractiveness of the streets.
"Von can state for me that I will
report the action of the Cumberlan,1
company in refusing to go into the
agreement to the fire anti police cori-
micsioners, and I do not apprehend
that there will be any trouble in furr-
ing that company into the agreement,
because it is certainly to .the best
interests to all parties concerned. Fur-
ther. the Cumberland company has
no contract with the city of Moempbs
for its wires and poles at all, and it
struck me as a little bit singular that
that company should be the only one
to oppose such a movement which
could not do it atil, harms but would
result 'in good to that company, as
well as the other companies."
EXPERIhrENTS WITH
WIRELSS AEROPLANE.
New York, Aug. 28.—A dispatch to
a morniqg paper from Brantford,
Ont., says Dr. Alexander Graham's
"wireless aeroplane," which is attract-
ing the attention of Canadian and
American scientists assembled here.
had a preliminary test. Captain An-
gelerneyer. of Chicago, the navigator,
succeeded in rising to a 'height of zoo

























o the effort to se-
ment was resumed.
flies went into the
t the Cumberland
e Postal Telegraph
erday B. S. Price. sti-
f construction of the
fly, with headquarters
rrived in Memphis, and
over the various lines
ed with the city electri-
c joint use of the poles
ly practicable and of ben-
city, but would result in
to all parties concerned.
readily agreed with the city
n and stated that his corn-
uld affix its signature to the
ent as soon as it was drawn.
Y J. X.ArNSIIIIMILIL2f.
Rev. Hiram Btoddard—kindent,
nd sincerest among men—bad
called from an obscure town to
e the destinies of one of Chicse
largest and most fashionable con-
gations. On Sunday he was to
ach his first sermon and he , was
turally anxious to put forth the best
efforts of which he was capable, not
nly in order to maintain bat also to
further his reputation for brilliancy,
eloquence and originality of thought.
He began, therefore, to work on his
introductory sermon several weeks in
advance. But somehow all the topics
he chose failed to satisfy him, and he
dismissed one after the other as being
either hackneyed, uninteresting, down-
right dull or untimely. He wanted
something that would lit the hour and
stir his congregation by its fitness.
As the appointed Sunday approached
the Rev. Hiram Stoddard grew More
and more nervous, and he who had
such facility of invention and phrase.
to whom a sermon had been as make
lag at all, now found that a sermon
was everything in the world. His
anxiety put a stumbling block In the
way of his abilities. If he bad merely
shoved his anxiety to one side Will
quick mind would have found a clear
path—a bit of advice as good as it is
useless to a man In the clutches of
worry.
Thursday night found the reverend
geotleinan la the library of his new
home in Mielilgan avenue, wretchedly
Ill at ease and all but on the verge of
despair.
From time to time he gazed restless-
ly at his wen-stocked shelves ie the
here that some book woteld help him
out of his quesdary. He arose egos or
twit* as if isilegred, 1h:wired the fat
volumes amid then sat down again,
sighing lo himself hopelessly-
"A wilk night de me good aad clear
She vapors from my brain," said the
minister toeblaureif. So, giviag over
all turther attempts as US410811, be pat
on his bat and goat and passed out tato
Use night.
He walked north along Michigan
aveaus, his hands grossed behind his
bask, kis brows puckered, sUll With-
am of Ms serfage despite himself. It
bad occurred to him that the siglit of
LA. rolling waters of the 1W woald
serve as an Inspiratioa, but in his ab-
sant-miadethises lie forgot about the
to the agreement of the Post- algae altogether and. heedless of esossel
any the street railway compa-' be vest, Waal wastuLrn
e Nitemphis Telephone company A11 uaaware of it, the Rev. MIMII
the Consolidated Gas and Elec- illoddard, his eyes best on the groan&
company had already agreed to la march of his elusive sermon, famed
himself la the heart of a squalid, pew-
erty-strickea diatriet that presented a
violent contrast to the neighborhood
est of which ba had just pease&
U his mind had been coneersed
more with what was going on outside
of It and less with what was going on
inside of It, if he had Mien more alive
So tmoreulons, the muster might
have asked himself an endless lumber
ef question' concerning this contrast,
Its causes, its justification, its results,
but, as it was, he passed on without
reflecting, his eyes bent on the ground,
his hands crossed lehind his back.
A leng row of dark, forbidding tene-
ments loomed up. Out of the doorway
of the most ramshackle of these two
men passed and one said to the other
"Old Latham Is squeezing us pretty
hard. The rent is going up next
month, and I don't know how I can
stand It!"
"I see by the papers,- replied his
eompanion, "that Latham has just
made the church a handsome gift.
He's got to square the two ends some-
how, I suppose."
"I suppose so," said the other for-
lornly, "but I wish some one would ex-
plain to me how he justifies himself.'
The two men passed out of sight
and earshot. T leir conversation
skimmed, so to sae, over the surface
of the listener's preoccupied mind, not
even ruffling it, leaving no impression
behind.
Suddenly It dawned on the minis-
Let's attention that it was goowIng
late and that it was high ems to re-
turn, and he retraced his steps, dis-
tressed beyond measure to teink how
the valuable minutes were flying and
leaving him without a top.c for a ser-
mon.
On the way hoineward he passed the
unsightly tenements again. A croed
had gathered around a patrol wagon
that stood in frost of the last building
of the row. If the minister had paused
to inquire he might have learned that
a night laborer, working at a base-
meet foundation, had been killed, that
he had left a family penniless and
that under the terms of his contract
he had absolved his employers from
all responsibility in case of accident
But in his haste the Rev. Hiram Stod-
dard concluded that the disaster was
the ecnsequence of a drunken brawl
and he walerod on, his mind still dis-
traught by his missing sermon.
Finally he reached his house, en-
tered his library, lit his lamp and
plunged into a profound though trou-
bled reverie. Then his eyes happened
to tall on a college catalogue that lay
on his desk and by a subtle process of
assoelation -The Abuse of Athletics in
alighting safely a few feet from the Our Universities" suggested itself as a
starting point Dr. Bells' flying ma- topic tor his discourse.
chine is operated by wireless elertri- "Why didn't I think of that before?"
cal energy supplied from the' earth exclaimed the Rev. Meson Stoddard,
Next Tuesday a° flight from London as he set to work on his sermon en-
to Toronto will be attempted', thualastically.—Chicago Daily News.
Acquaintance—"Yon 5.a./yr•to have
four boys and have named them all
Willfr Why was that?" Fatfter—
, !spites., when we call Willie a
least one of them shows al."— .
trait Free Press.
Precisely.
"What sort of canals arirthe ones as
Mars, professor?"
' ”Porely imaginary, my boy!**
"Stzehilks the as. at Panama. abr.-
hpatirsela Oburiar,TaarisaL
NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
Illedeke tee Artists Are in Kano
Oases Quite Plain of
Feature.
"One et the most preposterous ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attract
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringhuret says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by instructors of classes in paint-
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure Is
good enough.
"A budding ern* can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is. no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
independent in their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rules for all in tlos ideas, which is
generally net mere than • &Mar for
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
It Is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that. What obtains here also ob-
tains for more than half the model
work abroad, yet the averse-is person
always conjures up a &ear of loveli-
ness when an artist's model is men
donee! and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
hour.
"Of coarse, where an artist requires
a particelar kind cf model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of seeely and demand steps
In and regio— s pay, for ens thing, Is
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that met of
model is short the price runs high.
have heard of models who resolved
severs. dollars an bear. But there are
tee many satisfactory ladtviduals will-
ing to pose for whatever they sea gee
to make such a eonolitlea any ether
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD




"I wouldn't mil that thing for $1,00
if I lost it I'd hunt for It Ike the
knights of King Arthur bur.ted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for lye
rears. That thing stays with am t113
( es."
All this, with great emeavictioa, says
the Kansas City Star, ithaat a little
buckeye incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch feb of Herbert
HerrIug, a New Orleans assn.
"Up te September ?, 11410, I bad
been the victim of bad but of one
sort and another," be said. "That des
I was going to Galveston. It was Prt
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a &seen times before II
reached the city, and I erns fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this Sleek
eye lying on the opposite seal I
picked It up and put it in -Ay pocket
had trtended going to the Black
hotel that night, but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly ceanged my
mind. A good snooty guests at the
Black hotel perished In the Hoed next
night.
"Later on at New Orleans I was cut
fishing in a catboat with three other
men_ A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim. were doomed I
ean't swim • stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was saved. After that
had the thing flzel in thil gold case
And that's why I treasure ;t."
Europe's Jewelry nter.
Pforzheim is a city of r trout Wet*
Population and I. devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacttoe of jewel-
ry. there being about 1 0 factories
where jewelry is made. It is the jew-
elry center of Europe. he various
manutecturers are very etorgetic and
are careful to study the wants of thoir
customers and endeavor to please them
regarding designs, prices and terms of
sale. From present Indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines I
will amount to abnitt $100.000 for the I
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as much of the Pforzh
jewelry is marls by hand-oft apperits ,
that we rho Ad rapture more of the
trade of the islands.
Influence of Irving.
To Irving more then any other man
is due the change that has taken place
In London In reeent years in the social
position of actors—a change which has
tome within my own memory. writes
E. S. Nadal, in Scribner'.. When I
first went to London in 1870 there were
no actors in society Whin I came back
In 1877 there were a good many of
them to be seen about. There was
growing up a ocoelety which was noun
posed of successful artists, the new
rich people, and th. profemional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater. In that society
the rotors bad not only a good, but a
distinguished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but
to deal in perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfuAy be
sold later than 11 o'clock In the fore-
noon unless no clerks or assistants ate
employed. Proprietors nifty keep open
all day If they do the work themselves
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not ehanged much In •
century. In 1801 it was said that Al-
exander I. rode In a procession througii
the streets of St. Petersburg preeedeo
by the atosansliss greedfather,
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a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay








....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.
D. 1-1. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH,
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MIN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all .and hear his musc at 6o6 S. 4th.
It., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from $ro to $too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. ape. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from 81.0o, Sa.00. Spao.
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and (3arorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needets and we will repair your broken machines at liberal price'.
We will take pleesure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
e-rka and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to to p. m. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to 100 piece.; every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines. also care of records.
I remain your talking machIne mend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paducah and don't you




DOC GORDON, the new boo k by Mary E. Wilkins, will be
on sale about September 3rd. This will be one of
books of the year, and we trim off Si from the
price. Cam price will be 5o cents and it will be
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Itg istionfficfrioally Reusstsimtaattoed tharica utthem
1906 will be, in round numbers, 300,-
IN NEW BATTLE 
000 Jews and ioo,000 Gentiles. En
order to quiet the apprehensions of
Americans, the emigrants are instruct-
ed by the agents here to make false
statements about their nationality us-
E. H. HARRIMAN AND J. P. MOR- on their arrival in the United Staates.
GAN WAGE WAR FOR CON-
TROL OF ST. PAUL.
-INTOXICATED
BY HIS POWER
Struggle Involves Van Horne and
Rockefeller and Threatens to Storm of Ridicule Over Proposed
Shake Wall Street.
Reform in Spelling.
Chicago, Aug. 29.—A New York 
London, Aug. 28.—No such storm
of ridicule stirred up the Engishtelegram to the Tribune says,: A
'financial battle, with $25,000,000 in 
press as that created by President
-cash and the control of the Chicago, n, ii
Roosevelt's, as one paper suggests,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railway system,'-"rzeiles" spelling 
pronouncement
is on between those field marshals His idea of 
straightening out the/
-of finance. J. Pierpont Morgan and English language is described as the
... . 1. an. Mil::ee , „. e '::-.; -ITeight of a breezy 
despotism that
and three times as many thousands ot is calculated to make tee kalsei1
miles f f railroad as were represented green with envy." Another paper says
in the famous fight for possession of it is easier to subdue a peop'e than
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincyja language. and resistance of Fill-
which resulted in the memorable einos to American rule is chi'd's play
Northern Pacific corner, when the -compared with the stubborn valor of
price of that stock was rushed up to the English "Ought" The suggested
$tow a share and a panic in %Vali I spelling "Kist" 
caused the most
street followed. tsouble. Many Spelling reformers
The opposing forces consist of J.I,cannot swallow that. Mr. Carnegie
Pierpont Morgan, James J. Hill and is by no means popular In England,
their friends, foreign capitalists, on'ond comes in for a great tongue
one side, and E. II. Harriman, practi- iashing
.cal owner of the Union-Southern Pa
I 
"Does the President hope " asks
cific roads, with Sir William Van 
(1,e 
of the lead ng dailies,- "that cul-
Horne. Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, as . 
'
ovsted scholarly Americans will
contr.,lltrs of the vast Canadian Pa- • iacrifice the history and meaning of
cific sv,ten% with their friends, on the Wu: language which they use so skill-
they were married in Elizabeth by
Harriman to the Rosette. Rev. J. A. Owen oa July II, 1895,
Scarcely hail that been aceotnplit01- Brown had a grocery store in Little
ed before Harriman.< eyes had been Silver and Miss Lizzie Reed, who be-
opened. Immediately he started to re-' came hie wife, was a clerk in a gas
pair his error by the purchase of St.? company's office here. Miss Reed''
Paul 'lock and coon had acquired a agnt and -uncle, with whom she lived,
tuffic'ent interest in that road to be objected to Brown's suit, and for that
able to make a demonstration against reason they agreed to keep the wed-
the Smith-Rockefeller interests That.' ding a secret. The couple have not
it is believed, inclined the latter to lived together and Mrs. Brown, it is
leek more favorably on Isis fight for said, has ben recci% mg attentions from
the Pacific coast trade. TYPon the con.; other,.
trot of the remainder of the floating Lately there came to Red Bank
stock of the St. Paul depends CI a summer boarder who seemed to
which side they will throw ther take to Lizzie and jjm Brown heal d
weight ultimately. of it. He journeyed over from Lit-
tle Silver and lookeil up the sunrmsr
CHANGING WHIMS OF CZAR 'boarder. He found him on Main
I street, took him by the collar and
Causes General Demand for Immedi- said he must cease his attentions to
ate Convocation of Douma. I "Miss" Lizzie. The summer board.n.
0 wanted to know.
St Petersburg. Aug. 20. -There "She is my wife,- said the grocer.
a general demand for the immediate man.
convocation of the Dolma, as it is' The village, being gathered about,
manifestly impossible that the gov- gasped. Jim there and then made a
ernment of 15o.o00sicio people ,'an clean breast ei the whole affair. He
lonelleiiend upon the constantly- priefueed the marriage certificate
changing whims of the czar. whIch showed that he and Lizzie
After the diseolutiim of the dolma had been wedded at about the tunic
I
the czar agreed that Premier StolYe ien the latter's uncle and aunt said it lutist
should invite into the cabinet repre• never be. 
sentativee of the Shiweff-Tleyden
Constitutional Democrats. When the
SCHOOLS TO PREPAREcombination was ready the czar re-
GIRLS FOR WIFEHOOD.jected the program by suddenly in
sisting upon the appointment of his Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 18.—Superiii-
favorite, Prince Vacsirehikoff, as min- tendent Elzon and Assistant Superia-
ister of agriculture. The cabinet was tendent Hicks have planned a techi-
completed and another program elah- cal high school to prepare girls to
orated. which the czar again reject- become wives. They will be taught
eel, at the same time sttggesting The to sweep, to took, to economize ii
advisability of establishing a dictat•IT-, household expenses, to make their
ship. Today it is announced that erten clothes, to take care of babies
Prince Vassilchikoff has induced the and to nurse their husbends when
tear again to invite Mr. Shipoft they conic home sick from office.
• Goutchkoff and Prince Lvoff into the "We are goin to fit our girls to be
cabinet, but without success. wives and not servants, and cooking
Meanwhile, life in Russia is becom- is only one of the features of the
ing almost impossible on account of course." said Hicks today.
the number of murders and holdups A partial outline of the course will
and the increase in severity of the ad- be this:
ministrative tyranny in Poland, the First Year—Applied arts and die-
Caucasus' and. the Baltic and southern mentary sewing.
provinces. In the daytime the patrols Second Year—Elementary chemis-
search the houses and' go through the try in its relation to household duties
pockets of the people. In the even- and continuation of arts and sewing.
ing the lights are put out and no- Third and Fourth Years — The
body is allowed on the streets'. Bttsi- cooking will be taken up.
nese is stagnant and failures and fain- "The average girl who marries now-
Inc are increasing. Young men are adays," continued Mr. Hicks, "is pit-
joining the ranks of the revolutionists iably ignorant of the duties the aver-
and the wealthy people go abroad, age man expects her to perform as his
The Poles in the Baltic region, the wiN. We shall teach her to cook,
Lithuanians and especially the Jews, how to care for the inyalid, how io
upon whom- the •bureaticratic - Ndvoe care for the. little babied, how to do
Vremya and the Rossia have begun marketing economically and all other
a merciless campaign, are emigrating. things wives should know."
other.
- 'Remaining neutral for the ti 
n.., e j.lIy because his messages to con
gress arc printed in the bastard jar-ing, hut inclined to throw-their weigin
to Harriman. are James IT. Smith and 
wh ch Mr. Carnegie has under-
Rockefeller. as principal taken to subsidize? That eminent
i•Isliolders in the St. Pant. irsnmaster has spent considerable
,s.ms in founding libraries, but any
S25.s:v.0o° In Cash for Victor. hirafttude which he may have earned
On the outcome illsjithe war denethli..i;y Ii s generosity wou'd bc lied out
hetle r the St Paid road is to lC if he succeeded in debasing the liter
estetWeil to the coast. for which put- ;irs viinage of the Anglo-Saxon race
pose a $25.00nswoo new stock is -sue sir. 4Carneigie is la-rtibitig authors tessa, voted: in a northerly direction. inve books set up in h is Philistim
and so seriously injure the traffic of lingo. Fortunately none whose ex-
the Great Northern and Northern Pa-
plc is likely to be dangerous have
cific -terns. or .ontherly. to impair ""
the inture profits of the Union and "trc.""lbc:1' 
No educated Englishmar
Southern Pacific. $ we mu tolerate the vulgar, 
monstrous
Early this summer there wa 3 forms which 'Mr. Roosevelt wishss tcs . 
mysterious buying of Pacific coast
line stock. Before Harriman or Hill There is a genera' expression of the
could discover who were the pus_ I ciitif that Pres.dent Roosevelt is
chasers the Canadian Pacific had oh. toxicated a little too much by his
tamed a sufficient interest in the road I•cwer. The fame of this personal
to weld the balance of power. exploit is likely to live in the mem
Then the Canadians made overtures cries of people here long after any
to Hill for joint control of all advan-, ;try ces in behalf of peace or the
tave• the line offered in connection good of the world are forgot.
with the trade of the coast. Hill in-
dignantly repulsed them, and made
his memnrable threat to build into TELLS A TEN-YEAR SECRET
the Canadian Pacific's territory. The'
latter turned to Rarriman. but !Tar.' Husband Discloses Marriage, Moved
riman was cloying for once and was' by Jealousy of Another.
not impreesed with the value of any
alliance with the canadiane Sri the' Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 29.—For ten
latter fell heck on the St. Paul inter-' years Jim Brown and his wife hare
esti. with which they made an kept their marriage a secret. When
anee.
PROTECT BREEDING BIRML
iteservvitioac Established by Prod-
den"s Order in Three
Locations.
Executive orders creating three new
reservatioas for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
10. The names and locations of these
reservations are as follows:
"Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
imbracing all of the unaurveyed Uganda
ur the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
he south of Isle Royal. in Lake Superior,
\Itch. This reservation embraces sec-
tions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, in
township 64 north, range 6 west. Upon
these islands between 6,000 and 10,000
"erring guile breed annually, besides a
number of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and most
cmportant herring gull colony within
he limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
eetiup lying near the
iluron islands group, lying near the
weft shore of Lake Superior and em-
bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 35, in
township 53 north, range 29 west, each-
•gan. Some 1.500 gulls. together with :
number of other water birds. breed
these Islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation." en.
racing an island near the mouth of
Tampa Lay, on the wcst coast of Flerida.
eeown as Passeee Key. and situated in
lection 6. township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
nave bred upon this little eey annually
ever sine.e the Merida coast was first ex-
eloree. tut during the past year the (gc
'waters miele regular trips to the island
sad each time r t erly ehindered the
--ts of the freeh rees, but aiso de-
stroyed all eget; partially inceentcr!
aid unfit for use. This action prom-
'seel annihilation .cf the colony witeln
year or two. At thetire- :he e^^ hert-
'ee was nest ne':ve ether peeles In-
eeeurated a reovi:eert to centretIti
o the ielsnd for re:ort purpores. This
.frort, If it had sneerssful, wou:t.1
ta•:e t tsultcd In a dtstruction of the
i-reetilng colony, as e. lete and al.
most as soon as erg hunters would
have reeornplished that end. BO that the
sreatton of the reservation is said to be
eeorereely openrtrine.
The NatIonel Aesoeistion of Audubon
societies has elactel wardens In charge
ef each of these reservations. and the
slalighter of the birds aril plundering of
'hetri rests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Keay Family Skeletons in the Apart.
meat ROOMS ni New
York City.
"No postmen the country over see se
much pathos in their rounds as the men
at the New York force," said the man
In the gray uniform, as he lighted a corn -
totting clear after being relieved from
!sty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that everya
boarding-house room, every cranny in
a furnished-room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceal,
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide yourself In, and then se
many young men and women coming
bere in search of fine positions or ca-
reers meet with discouragement. With
those people, a letter miry mean hope or
life itself.
"In flats and apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail. or in a boarding-house where Ii
passes through the hands of servants,
you can see women in all styles of ntka
ligee costumes, hanging over the ha.
ustrades, their eyes just begging for s
letter.
"One woman in particular I remem-
ber. She lived in a flat four flights up
and morning after morning I would
find her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me bun.
grIly as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read it In her
face, which grew thinner every day
At last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
. "Then there was a nice little girl whc
watched for me every delivery last sum-
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
mamma to-day?' and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
Janitor told me about them. The hus-
band had deserted them—and in tht
end, as the woman was siskly—the
city had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit,
tie thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious Policeman.
Many tales have been told of tin
"finest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
sop oe trial for neglect of duty is hard
to beet
A jewelry shop had been entered and
▪ tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
le wing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the ac-
• "Why didn't you see the man ?"
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
him what he was doing hanging
around."
"What did he say?"
"He said he was looldn' Into the loca-
tion, as be was goin' in for jewelry him-
self."
"Well, he did. He robbed the store."
"Well, your honor, even If he was
thief, he was no liar."—N. Y. SM.
Mc urn Life.
She—Is it trio that your brother is go.
tog to remarry Llis divorced wee/
He—Yes. Me became so wet se.
quiinted With her during the (Morns
trial that he fell In love via her,
Flisgende glasttvr.
COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FAT
Soon After Entering the "Presides"
They Begin to Acquire
Plumpness.
"In a couple of months from sow,'
said a woman who was matron at a
women's college for several years,
"there will be a flood of letters from
girl freshmen to their mothers, all
containing °Ile complaint: 'I'm grow-
ing so tat that my clothes won't At
me.' And tae mothers will worry and
fret, and wardrobes will be sent home
to be let out.
"Freshmen at the women's oollege
always grow very plump, and they
astonish their friends and relatives
when they go home on their first vaca-
tion by the amount of flesh they have
put on. And it is all due, I believe,
to the healthy, normal life that a girl
leads at college.
"The food is always palatable, nour-
ishing, and of the beet, and even the
most finicky maiden learns to sat
everything. I have seen girls who le
entered college with the idea that they
could get nothing but the white meat
of Chicken and lemon lee, contentedly
eating fried veal and onions a few
weeks later.
"And these meals are always served
at a regular time, and with plenty
of lively conversation to make them
digest easily. Let Die say right here,
too, that the popular notion that col-
lege girls have midnight spreads of
indigeetibles is a wrong one. Such
things belong to a boarding school, but
not to a women's college.
"Then there are regular hours for
retiring. Lights must be out at ton
o'clock, and that means eight hours
of good, healthful sleep. The out-
door life also contributes to the plump-
ness of the girls.
"College girls stay indoors ouiy
when they-have to, and plenty of fresh
air makes them strong and muscular.
The gymnasium Is another factor. Its
purposes is tc develop a girl physical-
ly, and each freshman is examined




all these conditions tee
rapidly grow plump and rosy
and this plumpness they rarely lose
during their college course. Even the
thinnest girl ends she can wear a
fleeollete evening gown after she has
been at college three months, and the
fat girls find their superfluous flesh
turning into hard, firm muscle.
"And one thing more. College girls
are always happy, and every woman
grows fat when she Is happy."
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN.
Members of the Medical Profession
In History Who Belonged to
That Race.
An interesting surrey of Jews as
members of our erefession is to be ob-
tained from a little work entit'ed
"Judische Aerzte und ihr Einfisss au'
('as j.identum." wh.ch, says the Med-
IcaI ecord. has been .ed by Dr
SInion Scherbel. One of the mosi
rromlnent of the earlier personas
n-.entioned is Chasdal, who became
minister under the Calif Abdul-Cab-
man 111.. and did much to estnbrst
the position of the :c: s
Nios:c.:.:s in Cpaln • ••' e.-u
tiny, as well as to foe..r s. • •e
the Taleo:o .n that ee ntry. a.ds
'lkeel. who Itvel Lana :-..tt : wee
a Luse ehyslelen whe v.-,
author of distinguished erectical
philosophical The gres
MairnorOdes of Cereove is ineeeie
among the list of I•e; ee,  I • 11,,
author. who lays iii. ; I ere e- •
la almost a new ,•;• e•e
that Richard Coeer v..: leel
make his court ph ..• ;a-. In s:•:••
oi the of Peeee Nich
obis and Callelee that Chrieelan,
should not crneee•• Jeee-5 ehesiclan:.
:n 3,)I1loony .1.111.c.e:ee flees wen
erne': :Illy the only prectitIoncri o
mei:le:ere Somewkat la.cr Pone
ender VI. had as'persor.al :
JEV.', 1-39:2': (13 Lflte.'S. Vitri
a..t. flied to th ? cicv
X. eelet againet
clans was raised by S
largely at the its'--' tIon
(Tiei rated physicians, David Se
and Elia Montalto. In the latter ran
61 the eigh•.cc-Ca Licu;iel.•
Fcin'n efforts in of his e;.rn
^s wcre ally a ei;n:led by h;*
Ii.. e-lan elarees Herz. wee;
eree'h towere the eleentier.
0: ise Jews in Gerincny. In still
reciiat time Agentr. EteTab'.11,31
Erer and Johann Jacoliy have been
peohenent. ancl the author c:oses his
enumeration with the widely know a
names of Strassmann, Neumann
Baginsky and Senator.
Bit of Westmoreland.
The Westmoreland hills, are the re-
mains of an Infinitely older world—
giants decayed, but of a great race and
ancestry; they have the finish, the
delicate or noble loveliness--one might
almost say the manner—that comes of
long and gentle companionship with
those chief forces that make for nat-
ural beauty—with air ana water, with
temperate suns and too abundant
rains. Beside them the Alps are in-
human; the Apennines, mere forest.
grown heaps—mountains In the mak-
lug; while all that Scotland gains from
the easy enveloping glory of its heath-
er, Westmoreland, which is almost
beatheriess, must owe to an infinitude
if fine strokes, tints, curves and group-
ings. to touches of magic and to lines
of grace, at never losing the wild
&fora.: of precipice and rock that be-
lonts:elf right to a mountain
Clentery.
likmmoth Moth.
The largest moth known is the-Giant •
1:fit fermi) in China, the wings of 241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. . , - .._ sista" isasiastwe alai Inches across. , MAW AND FOURTH STREET. L OVISVILLILe XT.
Av. . ...wow ••••••••••%•••• '
• -••••• ••••,.. 1/64. • 1-7..1.-t" • _-_..a.....:. --41
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
is not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
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St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company--the cheapest and bed
exeUfeleff oet of Paducah.
sumU U For the Round Ti ip toTennessee river & rear
It is a trip of pleasure, cornice,
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m





Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage 54-oo:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over $1.5o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
Dependable in' her particulars see
S. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent





Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are
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At Register Building, 523 Broa
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We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion oi the motet-Ric Primary Elec-
tion to be hekl Thursday, September
ao.
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR.
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject -to the ac-
tion of, the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
WY
Thug's:1*Y Horning, Anfillst'S 1906.
Another Bank Wrecked.
The wreck of the Philadelphia
bank, involving the loss of something
like $7,000,000, is another warning to
ths public to st.fer clear of banks that
permit theiriAlicers to engage in all
binds of outside ventures. Here is
another case of a man who ranked
high as a finacier and stood well with
public. He was an eminent
churchman, and no suspicion of his
dishonest life was entertained. When
he saw the crash coining it is report-
ed/ that he tn.:A his life, and now
those who trusted him will have to
suffer.
Bank-wrecking is getting to be a
serious problem in this country, and
one may mark it down that the safest
plan to pursue is to steer clear of
bartbs who permit their officers to
plunge into all kinds of outside ven-
tures. It is only-a matter!!f time
before such bankw owe wrecked. A
banker who speculates in outside
deals in real estate or becomes a
stockholder in every wildcat propoi-
tion that comes along possesses all of
the elements of a common gambler.
taices chances. When he loses he
then begins to use the money of oth-
ers, and soon the crash comes.
Less than twenty years ago the man
who wrecked the Philadelphia con-
cern to the tune of eiz000,000 was a
day laborer, and his rise in the finan-
cial world was considered remark-
able. When the public was indulging
in thoughts along that line they did
not suspect the trueb—he was rob-
bing the people who trusted him
There are thousands of other cases
all over this country. Men enter the
employ of banks at a salary of a
few hundred dollars a year and in
five or ten years they own interests
in many enterprises, some of which
are steadily losing money. Where do
they get the money to enable them
to do this? That's the qUestion fr
the public to answer, and, if they
cannot answer satisfactorily, steer
dear of thoee 'meet.
Bank examiners and directors
should be more rigid in the rules of
inspection and investigation, and when
teo •
bank officers get to going a pace be-
yond their means' force all suCh to
resign and •remniiktehem from places
where rhey,are:liable to steal other
people's ITIPI?clr,i, The safest bankers
are the ones who do nothing but a
banking business.
John K. Hendrick..., ,
In this issue of the Register ap-
pears the formal announcement of
lion. John K. Hendrick, of this city,
for the office of attorney general of
Kentucky. The card appears over the
signeture of Colonel Hendrick, and
means that the has entered the race
to win.
POr-ieveral years the Register has
taken but. little interest in politics
for the reasop that it belie,yrviaore
in menlahanij.$ doe.p,ht,partigo. This
paper -Motto ibisotlean.- and, honest
men in public life, hot only be-
lieving but knowing Jahn K. Hend-
rielo.to be such a man, we beve no
'militancy in departing from a tide
: I
that we have long observed, and to
say that we are for him first, last and
all the time. It is our belief that
Kentucky needs men like Colonel
Hendrick in charge of its affairs. He
is honest, capable and fearless. As a
lawyer he has achieved distinction
and ranks with the foremost in the
state. As 'a state senator, and later
as a congressman, he was a consci-
entious and faithful representative of
the people. He is broad-minded 
and
too big a man to be classed as a pol
i-
tician. He is a democrat, and one
that has never faltered when his par
ty
needed him. Like all men of intellec
t,
he has convictions on all subjects,
and has the backbone to stand for
them. He enters the race free from
any entangling alliances, not being
identified with either faction of the
party„ and in Agering for the plate
to which he aspires he does so upon
his own individual merit and fitness
for the duties of the office. His repu-
tation as a lawyer is known and ac-
knowledge throughout the entire
state, and with him as the nominee
of the -democratic party the ticket
will be strengthened.
It has been our privilege to be in-
timately associated with Colonel Hen-
drick in a business and social way.
and we regard him as one of the big
men of Kentucky. Hundreds of let-
ters and telegrams have been re-
ceived urging him to enter the race.
and, without disparaging the claims
any opponent may have on the voters,
the Register can truthfully say th
at
every democrat having the best in-
terests of his party and state at heart
can well afford to cast his vote f
or
John K. Hendrick. Especially should
the First, or Gibraltar, district of the
state take a pride in giving ifs 
solid
vote to one of its most distinguish
ed
sons, and one who will reflect 
credit
upon those who furnish the majority
for the dernocratic party.
Aside the chief executive of
the state, office of attorney ge
n-
eral iettliVitiout important, and none
but .4v2resr s of the highest ord
er
shouldr1/4eir ke,elected to the place
For years l'he cry has gone up in
this and other states for men of abil-
ity to conic .to the front and offer
for pnblie offset, and, in our opinio
n,
an opportunity is now open to the
democrats of Kentucky to name one
of the best-qualified men of the state
for the office of attorney general




Former President Decides Against
Income Tax.
New York, Aug. 39.—Former Pres-
ident Cleveland has just given a de-
cision as referee in a case submitted
to him by the New York Life In-
surance Oompany, the Mutual Life
Insurance and the Equitable Life As-
surance Society of the United States
in the matter of deductions from pre-
mimiums upon policies issued in Great
Britaain.
The income tax law of England.
undrr the interpretation give to it
by the English courts, allows those
who are subject to the payment of
this tax to deduct from their taAable
incomes the amount paid by them for
premiums on life 'insurance policies
issued by English companies, but the
law has not been construed to permit
such deductions on account of pre-
mirnums paid to other thart English
carotianies. and it has been the cus-
tom of certain Anier'can compani
es
to refund this tax.
Mr. Cleveland's decision is that this
cannot legally be done hereafter, and
that a continuance of it would consti-
tute a rebate under the new Arm-
strong law. Mr. Cleveland's decision
takes effect at once, and under it the
American companies will not here-
after refund the British income tax.
Mr. Cleveland has had the case under
consideration for six months.
WOMAN AERONAUT
FALLS TO HER DEATH
Kas , Aug. 29.—While at-
tempting to make a fourth ascenlion
in a 'balloon here, Mrs. Mlamie Na-
pier was killed in a fall of about too
feet, caused by the parachute becom-
ing detached from the balloon in
some unaccountable manner.
Thousands of persons witnessed
the accident. Mrs. Napier fell almosf
on the exact spot where she left the
earth, striking on her head and shoul-
ders She wae alive when the crowd
reached her. but she died, soon after-
ward in a hospital, never regaining
consciousness.
Before making the attempt she said
that She fear,ed she would meet with
sonic accident.
GAGE TO END DAYS _
AT THEOSOPHIST CAMP
Will dive Up Eastern Connections
and Abandon Business. '
Denver, Coln., Aug. 29.—Lyman J.
age former secretary of the treasury
mill'ondire banker and Colorado mine
Hon.Pohn K. Hendrick Makes1 
_1 lalFormallAnnouncemcntUof 
His Candidacy iToTifie 
_
Office of Attorney General
WIIIIMIIMEZ Paducah, Ky., Aug 2 9 t h zeo6.
To My Fellow Citizens of Kentucky —
I take this method of announcing myself as a candid
ate for the office
of Attorney General of Kentucky, stbject to the action of t
he Democratic
party.. I do this fully appreciatirg the importanc
e of the office anc
the honor to which I aspire, but feel that Kentucky
 will cheerfully honor
one of her humblest sons when he le has striven to
 be honest, capable
and patriotic. My record as a citizen and a democra
t is known through-
out the state. 'The democratic party has never ca
lled upon me for ser
vices, and called in vain, however perilous the hour or uncerta
in the con-
sequences.
If I shall be chosen as the candidate of my party, I sha
ll be the
candidate of the whole party, and rot the representative of a
ny faction
clique or machine. Should I be so ftxtunate as to be electe
d, I shal'
count myself the servant of the witole people, of my 
beloved state, and
shall do my utmost to discharge the c uties of the office
 conscientiously,
and in such way, as in every particular, to protect t
he interest and
promote the welfare of the whole state, without fear or fa
vor, and with
as kittle expense to the state as possible.
Modesty forbids me to speak cf my qualifications, further
 than tc
say that I have been constantly ergaged in the practice 
of law since
475, and have been a close student thereof, except w
hen engaged at the
state or national capital, in discharging the duties of 
offices with which
my fellow citizens have honored me, and it is for the 
people to say,
whether I am capable of dischargirg acceptably, the du
ties of this high
office.. If they think I am as well cualified and d
eserving as any other
who may seek the place, then I sha I be glad to have them
 vote for me
ana shall cheerfully bow to their decision, whatever it may
 be.
I shall endeavor to, visit as many counties of the state as p
racticable
but the time is so short that it will coubtlesa be impossib
le to reach many
of them, and I shall therefore be compelled to ask my good friends, gen
erously to assist me, in making the canvass.
Respectfully.
JOHN K. HENDRICK.
owner, will give up his Eastern con-
nections, abandon his business and
spend his remaining days at Point
Loma, the theosophist colony, on the
Pacific Coast.
News of Mr. Gage's intentions wae
conveyed in a letter written by
Col. Wesley Brainerd to friends in
this city. Col. Brainedr is a brother-
in-law of the former secretary of the
treasury. and is himself an ardent de-
votee of the eastern suit. It. is un-
derstood that he like his distingirshed
brother-in-law, plants to .napke hLi
permanent home at Ebintiana.
BRYAN
411.11m.m.•




Immense Crowd Had Assembled to
Give the Returning Statesmah
a Rousing Reception. ,
New York, Aug. 29.—The steamer
Princess Irene, bearing Hon. William
J. Bryan, was sighted off Fire Island
at 11:45 this morning and arrived at
4 P. m•
Thousands of persons had gathered
at the pier to welcome the returning,
statesman, but were disappointed fn
their wish to see him, as it was in-
formally decided to ask Mr. Bryan
to step directly from the Princess
Irene to the special tug bearing his
Nebraska neighbors and spend his
first hour or two of his return to
America with them After he had
shaken hands with them all and heard
the latest news from his home, he
was conveyed to Mr. Goitre's yacht.,
and there, in the company of Nor-
man E. Mlack of Buffalo, Lewis Nix-
on and two or three other democrats
of prominence spent the night in rest.
Steamer Hurried.
Ordinarily the steamer Princess
Irene would get in lattein the after-
noon, but in this case an extra effort
was made to make time. The vessel
is not equipped with a wireless out-
fit, and so was expected to be first
reported when sighted off Fire Island.
Thousands of democrats arriyed to-
day. Several trains from St Louis
bearing clubs and citizens' delegations
came in during the early afternoon
r lid special VIM* irdne-the efiief cities
of practically very stalk ht. the south
ruenbled iritia the variotts 'Stations.
Governor lanehartf iW Louisiana.
accompanied by his family, arrived in
the city today and will occupy a suite
of rooms at the Hotel ilreslin. The
Alabama delegation is quartered at
the Ifioffman House and the Kansas
contingent have headquarters t the
reran?1.
lon•IMMIrd•
Meeting of National Committee Called
New York, Aug. 29.—Josenh Dan-
iels, democratic national committee-
man from North. Carolina, after con-
sulting with Thomas Taggart, nation-
al chairman, announced that the dem-
ocratic national. comniffiet would
meet this 'afternoon at the Hoffman
House at 3 o°Clock. Roger S'allivati,
nartional c 'tteefnan from
attended tiSeetingl.. About twenty-
five members of the nafitinal Zo'Mliftt:
tee were present. 'A resolution con-
gratilating hfkl'Bryan and the coun-
try on the safe arrival of Mr. Bryan
was adopted.
The following members of ..he na-
tional committee were here last night:
Henry D. Clayton, of Alabama; J. B.
Browne, of Florida; Thomas Taggart,
of Indiana; J H. Atwood, of Kansas;
L: Victor Baughman, of Nlaryland:
D. J. Carnpau, of Michigan: J. C.
Dahlman, of Nebraska; Norman E
Mlack, of New York; Josephus Dan-
iels, of North Carolina; R. M. John-
son, of Texas; John T. McGraw, of
West Virginia; T. E. ayman, of Wis-
consin; J. E. Osborne, Wyoming; B.
M. Crawford, Arizona, and W. X
Roehwell, Missouri.
SHIPS DEWEY CAPTURED
ARE 'MIX FOR S103
Washington. Aug. 29.—Three Span-
ish ships captured by Admiral Dewey
in Manila Bay, May I. t898, were sold
by the navy department today for
$10.3.
These ships were adverti•ed at sev-
eral Asiatic perts. the total cost of ad-
vertising being $28, and the navy de-
partment is quite well satisfied that
the bids were sufficient to cover the
expense of advertising.
The three shiptare the Albay.
Manileno and, Mindaaae. They have
been stripped of everything movable
and are simply old hulks, practically
useless for any purpose of the navy
The Dead President's
Deals Caused Failure
(Continued From First Page.)
for $2.000,000 to the Real E•tate Toot
Company, acting as trus:ee for the
bondholders. The valua:ion, local
financiers say, was greatly in excess
of its real value. The railroad has
never been completed and operations
at the plant have been su•pended for
two years.-
Another big enterprise was a build-
ing operation at Altoona, Pa. Segal
secured a large plot of ground and
planned to erect 66o 'houses, built in
rows, city style. People here did not
take kindly to this method of living,'
and refused to buy or rent them. Aft-
er about 15o were erected the build-I
ing operations ceased., leavir.g the
foundations of a hundred or more ex-
posed.
Few of the completed buildings
were sold and few rented. Most of
them are idle today.
'Segal is forty-six years old, abont
five feet ten inches in height. Direct-
ness and frankness of manner ,a habit
of going directly to the point of a
proposition he 'had to present to a
man .are said to have been the means
of his SUCCeS*4. He has made many
friends and has spent money lavishly.
The Receiver.
Gerfhee-H. Earl, Jr., who has been
appointed temporary teceiver of the
Real Estate Trust Company, is one
of the best-larown figures in the finan-
cial world and has had experience in
straightening out ithe tangled affairs
of a number of financial wrecks.
Mr. Earle's successful management
as receiver of the defunct Ohretnut
Street Nlational Bank and the Chest-
nut Street Trust Company resulted in
the depositors of the former institu-
tions receiving virtually all they dz-
Prrit,e4, while those of the trust com-
pany got back a large percentage ef
their money. In connection with thew
concerts, which were operated by the
.late•AlVilliarrt M. Singerly, Mr. Earle
for a time managed the Philadelphia
(Record, and is credited with being
J. C. Flournoy Cecil*
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to so a. m., x to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.





Practice in all the court. of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1. a and 3 Register Bei*
log, 523 1 -2 Broadway.
• 
11 .1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPFroNES:








Office over Globe Bank and True.
Co., 3°6 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, IL B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)






Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone a
.PAIMCAH, KENTUCKY
• Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Cr.:ander'
Framed right up to date in five min-




Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, I
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence to41 uay, Ota Pbone !No
mainly instrumental in securing up-
ward of $2,500,00o for the property
when it was sold at receiver's sale.
He is president of the Pennsylvania
Warehousing and Safe Deposit Com-
pany, the Finance Company of Penn-
sylvania, Market Street National
Bank and the Tradesmen's National
Bank.
SENTENCE SERMON'S.
We are to be what we are to-day.
'A. little duly cures t lot of doubt
That alone is learning which
sites in life.
The truth that does not liberal', you
enslaves you.
Who gives a little help finds a large
piece of heave*. .141.11
Prayer is a way frorh anxiety, but
net from activity.
Hardsh p often is' thename that
happiness puts on her -door.
The piety that pulls down your face
was prepared in the pit.
The best .prptest against dirt is
that which is made with a •brporn.
There more tiiiiritiialify, if?' a lit-
tle song than in a week's sighing.
It's a profitlesask,srAitoi to




















For All Purposes .
to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap.'-
eat and Mott e eonomical.











Also to Asheville, Ilender—nville.
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot prings
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sicy" and beautiful "Sapphire'
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illusttated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass Agent.
,,Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Paw
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gen' Pus.







We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,















LARGEST TOTifi:' COLDEST DAY MUSICALE -
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first Symptom of MALARIA, take
STR. SPRAGUE ON HER WAY
UP RIVER WITH 62
EMPTIES.
All Records Broken on This Trip-
Massive Tow Covers Acres of
Water, and Moves Slowly.
The Towboat Sprague, which
passed 'Memphis at three o'clock
Tuesday afterxnoon is bneaking ai
previous records, having 62 pieces in
tow. This is the largest tow ever
taken up the river by a s ngle boat
at one trip.
The boat had in its tow 46 coal
boats, 12 barges ad 4 fuel flats, mak-.
iog the grand total of 62 pieces, the
largest by far that was ever attempted
before.
It took the boat over an hour tc
pass Memphis; but while it paddled
:long slowly its movement was sure
and the same slow rate of speed was
maintaned from the time the boat
was sighted below the 'bridge, un-
ti was lost to view around thE
Mound City bend.
Tfhs powerful boat is the prop
crty of the Monongahela Ririts ion-
iolidatcd Coal and Coke company of
?ittsburg, and is the largest craft of
its kind ever constructed. It is 27(
teet long by 61 feet aces'. AO 7 feet
znd 4 inhes deep, having gves ton-
rage of 1470. It NV, bUgt,,,,k 
buque, Ia., in 1902 for' *el prelleadlie of.
toning coal from PittsbAg down the
Ohio and Miss-ssippi r 
'
iatipxy New ,bureau records at Memphis, Tenn
Orleans. Its tows eaLthill' . down the they are issued to show the condil' •
river are a source"1016•-eTOuntint by tions that have prevailed during the
rivermen. They are - often much month in question for the above
larger than the teldenof• empties she I eriod of years, but must not be con-
took up yester eekx., When fastened stirred as a forecast of the weather
together the bniftPaLd barges cover conditions for the coming month.
several acres of water. The mean or normal temperature is
73 degrees. The warmest month was
that of 1897, with an average of 7!
• c:egrees, and the coldest month was
that of 1871. with an average of a
degrees.
The highest temperature was 99 de
veer', on Sept. ro. 1887. The lowest
temperature was 39 degrees, on Sept
53 .547 4,0, 1899. 'aitserg
55 .523 The earliest date on which the first
Paducah 1. " .56 59 -487 "killing" frost occurred in autumn
Danville 52 c6- -444 Oct. 2. The averarete-'es. whic:
Mattoon 46 71 .393 first "Ililling" fro urred
autumn. Oct. 28, aMeverage date
on which last "killing" frost occurred
in spring, March 24. The latest date
on which ''ast "killinellesist occurred
in spring, April Ifts.
The average preCiiittation for the
Paducah W. 1month. 2.97 ;nches. The average num-
Danville, III , Aug, 29.-The Vet' t ine. of days with ot• of an inch o
r
s'ith a crippled Man behind the bat more. 7. and the greatest 
monthly
arid pitchers in the field lost to Padu- i preckeitationmivas 9,67 inches, in 1890
The least monthly precipilation wa:
R II E .0 'inches in 1897. and the greatest
6 7 3 amount of precipitation recorded in
2 7 any 24 consecutive hours was 4.66 in-
MURCURY WENT TO 59 DE-
GREES YESTERDAY, AT
PADUCAH.
Record Shows Orli), Three Colder
Days in August; 57 in 1904, Same
in 11397 and 69 in 1887.
BASEBALL YESTERDAY












Batteries: Miller and Downmg• cheg on Sept. 13-14. 1907•
The average humidity at 7 a. m
81; average, 7 p. 166.
Mattoon 6; Vincennes 2. The average number of cleat
Vincennes, Ind.. Aug. 29.-Mattoon days. r
•won from the champs today by a The prevailing winds have beer
score of 6 to 2. from the north. The average velocity
R ii E of the wind is 6.9 miles. The hghesi
2 6 2 velocity of the wind was 4 miles
6 g ( from the northwest, on Sept. to
Mattoon.
•
While Many peOpte .declared that
yesterday was the coUjit Attlgrast ..05)'
in five years, a search-3f the records
at the local weather bureau disproves
this.
The lowest point reached yesterday
was 59, the highest 82, while the rec-
ord for Tuesday was 6o.
The lowest temperature for August
was in 1904 when the mercury
eropped to 57, while 69 was the low
est record in t9o5. The record fo-
1'187 was 59 degrees.
The weather is much
over the country. The lowest rec-
orded yesterday morning Was at Qu'
Appelle, where the mercury reached
44 degrees. It was 46 at Minneosa
and other points in the far Northwest
Some of the coldest places in the
United States were Bismarck, Den-
ver, Ft. Sm:th, Kalispell, Lander
Pittsburg, St. Paul, Springfield
Huron and San Francisco.
September Weather.
The following data of September
weather covering a period of 35 years
have been compiled by S. C. Emery





Batteries: Whitley and Matteson - 1 1875.
McCarthy and Johnstone.
Cairo 6; Jacksonville 4. Busy Session of
Jacksonville. 111., Aug. 29.-Ca re Board of Works
won today in a sluggish error same.
a'though Cairo nuthit JacJcsonville
by 6 hits.
RHE
Cairo   6 it
Jacksonville 4 5




Lest you grow downcast. buffeting
the storm,
Hold high trs thought some blessing
you .have had;
A winged wind, a an% a heart kept
v:arm,
For that one thing be resolutely
glackt '
And cabs* passiWillig# in wind and
rain
Today, shall fir* their world a
brighter place..
Take strength-belleve in sunshine
(Continued from Page One
dence was referred to the city engi-
neer kw investigation.
The street inspector was instructed
to notify the traction company that
the gravel removed, from the streets
in repairing or extending its tracks
belonged to the city and for him to
take possession of the gravel.
The board having been in session
three hours, and City Engineer Wash-
ington not having finished compeiting
the figures of the bids, the board ui-
journed until 3 o'clock, this afternoon,
al which time M. Washington's re-
port will be received.
Mr. Washington completed the
figures about 6 o'clock and those pub-
lished above are the results- of his
figures, the Memphis Asphalt and
Paving Company having the lowest
Once maim-- . Thirty-two thousand homes are
Remembering the courage in your now closed in New York City, while
''-i'acel . 'their •occupants are at the summer re-
-Aldic Dunbar' In 'Ram'S Horn. sorts.
,..84=4•04411M11  
TO BE GIVEN AT WALLACE
PARK TONIGHT BY MATINEE
'MUSICALE CLUB.
Complimentary to Prof. Harry Gil-
bert the Popular Musician Who
Leaves For Dallas, Texas.
At the Casino, Walace Park,
even'ng, ,a complimentary musicale.
will be given Mr. Harry Gilbert, whc
leaves on Friday morning for Dallas,
Tex., to reside. The musicale is un
der the auspices of the Matinee
Musicale club and other mus.cal peo-
ple of the city, and promises to be
one of the most delightfpl affairs of
the season. Mr. Gi bert is a Paducal
boy and his unusual ability as a
1,rusic.an has been recognized far an-1
near. With in the last few years, he
lias taken special work abroad an.
while In Germany was highly com-
plimented on his ability, both as a
p.anist and as a composer. He :F
a distinct loss to this community to
have him accept an offer in another
state, and it is to express their regret
at his loss as well as to test the 1
appreciation of his worth as a musi-
cian that the concert is given.
-The program is as follows: and in-






Vocal Solo-R. H. Scott.
Veal. Solo-Miss Dreyfus.
Vocal Soo-Richard Scott,
Vocal Sol -Bob Fisher.




THE CAUSE OF A SERIOUS IN-
JURY TO LITTLE
LAD.
Son of Rev. Calvin Thornpams Pastor
of First Baptist Church
the Victim.
The little son of Rev. Calvin
Thompson, pastor of the First Baptist
church of this city, was seriously in-
j•.•rerl by a pencil which penetrated
the throat, caused by a fall, the tad
having the pencil in his mouth at the
time.
From a letter received from Riley.
Thompson, w hos as at. Denver, it 4 se,
learned that the little fellow is *rit
i
quite a serious condition. , .
Res. Thompson, who accepted the
call to the church in May. thought
it best to leave his family in Denvet
el.•ring the summer. He was expected
in the city yesterday, but the accifent
to his son will delay his arrival' for
a few days.
Rev. Thompson will make his. home






Private Buyers Thought to Have
Been Caught in Net of
Vast Swindle.
Chicago, Aug. 27-Systematic
forgeries of real estate mortgages
that const tute more than $r000 000
of the assets of the Milwaukee
Avenue State bank yesterday came to
the front. Not only is the startling
exposure indicative of the fact thai
many of the mortgage losses of the
bank are fraudnlent, bat it affords
opportunity for uncovering vast
frauds in mortgages sold to private
:nvestors by Paul 0. Stencland.
These exposures may add more
than $1.000,000 more to the list of
Stensland's thefts.
Criminal charges are threatened
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured Others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
against several weL-known persons
whose names the attorneys for Re-
ceiver Fetzer refuse to make public.
Most of the mortgages alleged te
have been forged are attested by
John A. Prebis, for ten years notary
public in Srtensland's bank, and now
assistant cashier for the Northwest-
cm n Trust & Savings bank, 814 Mil-
waukee avenue. Prebis is a brother-
in-law of John F. Smuiski, president
of the bank and republican candidate
for state treasurer.
Preb s yesterday declared that he
had never attested any deed of trust
e xcept in cases where the person
making it signed the document in his
rsesence. He added that , it . wouid
have been possible Lor.,his. name ' to
have been forged 3101 his sea; to havc
been used by others.
Investigation of the forged mort-
gages indicates that the same lands
that Sltensitrnd is supposed to have
boughth with the cash stolen from his
depositors were mortgaged to the
bank throughh "dummy" mortgages,
thus making a double steal from the
bank. .11; 111111
The denouement came yesterday,
Oren Elling Eide made affidavit that
six mortgages, purporting to be
signed by him, were fforgeries. They
amounted to $26000. fie swore that
had executed only one mortgage
and that it was for $1,000.
"Oh, me!" eac'aimed the excited
woman who had mislaid her husband.
I'm loolting for a small man w,th
one eye." "Well, ma'am." replied the
polite floorwalker. "if be's a very
very •mall man maybe y:- dd better








Wit this topic we call your at-
tention to Lusterine Soap. You have
found its quality-it cleans. Our fac-
tory is in the heart of the city, and- is
as fragrant as a flower garden. No
other soap factory in the United
States can boast of this. What dots
it mean? Simply this-purity. It will
not hurt the skin. Every citizen of
Paducah can lice this soap for the
purposes for which it is recommend-
ed. They can do so with pride as to
its quality and with faith as to its
purity. Ask for it at your dealer.





Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
523 Broadway. hew Tel. 36.
Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.
t •
•
Lump 12c, 4slut 1 lc
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
Al. Cunningham,
4 4,





The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selection, and
prices are very low indeed. Be sure to Eee advantages we




The Modern Window Decoration
.01115
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BMUTY TO)
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE. ,
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINFDOW OR
IETRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE -VW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOM*13AT1L
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF YRE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Leo. 315 Sway.
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough.
COU2C ell in bookkeeping; shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar; 61.
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
B. Michael 
TheawOnfilybo Licensedipr
MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roge r's Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches-Hamilton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond-one half price.
-Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.. so
cents on dollars for ten days. 21t BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place. Next to Lang's drug store.
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fishes., Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special fa,.d-
ities have, been provided for in constructing our new hospital which en-
ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modern
manner. VsI! have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and
that es complete in every detail.
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office and Hospital, 429 Smith Third street.





WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME'
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AD OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.
Prospective Boarder -"There s one
thing I insist on I must have my
r leals on time.' Landlady-"Thini,
sir, cannot accommodatai row My
terms are
TranScript.
Among the principal opponents,. at
England in Egypt are those educated
Arabs who, having learned the French
language, but nett the English. are









THOMAS W. LAWSON IS INCON-
SOLABLE OVER WIFE'S
DEATH.
Has Completely Abondoned His Busi-
ness Interests-Objects to
Burial.
Boston, ?l as., Aug. 28.-Refusing
•to be comforted for the loss of the
wife win) was his chum for nearly
•r,y• et,rs, Thomas W. Lawson sits
all day beside the unburied body at
enneniticent Dreamwold estate in
Se. zone and paces the floor of his
b(,:room most of the night. Each
ne riling he covers the hermetieally
sealed casket with the most beautiful
flowers, and there remains with it
until dark, alone and silent. His grief
is heartrending, and has shown no
sign of being les:s acute today than
the day his %kik died suddenly, nearly
a month ago.
Ile IlLs c.tnipletely abandoned busi-
ness, having kit II his vast interests
•on "the -treet- to his private secre-
tary. Edward F. McSweeney, and all
attempts to induce hint to resume his
ac:ivities are failures. After Mrs
leceson's Inner ii in Boston, her hits-
bard had the body taken to Dream-
wold and there paced in the livinet'-
room of. the 1.ttle English cottag,e - n
the ground‹ ‘eliich Mrs. Law-on
earned -The Y.,•st..- There it remains,
Mr. Lawson reltiing to pertn;t its
burial. All his danehters are with him
and Arnold. is also at Dream-
W.•11 SCarcklylv o: her are per-
mitted e.;:hin the , :rottnds.
Mr.. - leS,vecii..y tonight said of Mr.
Laws. :
"Mr. Law-n has received a tre-
omendus shock in the death of his
-hwife .as e was fl:- a long ti •"e
in _„ are:!1 7, ;11,ensurc the principal
rart of his life."
NEWSPAPER USES
NEW SPELLING
Tried One Day as an Experiment-
Extra Help Required.
'Worcester. Mass., Aug. 28.-Tae
new.. columns of the Telegraph ap-
peared Monday with speliing of the
phonetic form, in accordance with the
rules •approved by President Roose-
srlt. The plan is being tried as an
experiment for one .day only, though
it is explained that as the newspaper
has for some time followed the pho-
netic'. spelling in lob of the acio cases
mentioned in the rules, the innovation
is not so great as might at first- ap-
pear. In order to carry out the idea
through all the news columns, extra
- help was required in -several depart-
ments of the paper.
MISCREANTS WRECK
HOME WITH DYNAMITE.
Fort Worth, Tex.. Aug. 28.-The
home of Mrs. Mary Freeman, at Cor-
sicana. was wrecked with dynamite
early ,yesterday morning. The ex-
plosive was placed under the corner
of the parlor and the sleeping inmat-s
thereby escaped.
The force of the explosion tore a
hole about four feet square in the
fli or. Every ivindow in the house
w a- broken and much of the glass-
ware and chinaware was shattered.. A
ieno fell throng,' the hole made by
the explosion and was destroyed.
Bloodhounds were brought t o the
seetie shorth! after the explosion, but
fait .1 to take the trail.
Illinois Central R. R. Excursion Bul-
letin.
\-}1:11!:11,,,:a. Tom.
releU ri aiini‘ersary battle of Chicka-
Ir,!'1•.. ,,' Date of sale September T;'.
Tc). Tlit;it SCpt,111fier 30,
lqn1, ,1,•posillg ticket and pay-
Fo cents tickets can he ex-
teedtil ei October 31, 1906.. Round
Ira rate. $.9 25,.
• C lorak!r) Srr:ngs.Coin.--- Pike's
Peak cent' nnh: celebration. Dates
mof -ale Septeber to. 20 and 21. 1006;
41006. Round trip
rate. 1t26
Guthries. Ky. - bark Tobacco
Growers• as-ociation. Date of sale
September 22. 1006: limit September
24. foot). Round trip rate. $4-9.5-
Lexineton. Ky.-Colored A. & M.
lair. DnIes of sale September It to
/5. inclusive. joo6; limit September
17. 1906. Round trip rate, $9.35.
T.ouisville. Ks.----Cheap excursion.
I.eaves Paducah ,12:0 p. iii., AtTgllit
28: returning leaves Louisville 4 p. m.,
Arigust ao. Round trip rate, $2.
Miemphis, Tenn.-National Baptist
(colored) convention. Dates of sale
September o to 12. inclusive. 1906:
limit September 20. 1006. Round trip
rate, $5.25.
New York. N. Y.-Home-coming
William Jennings Bryan. Dates of
sale August 28 and 29. 1906: limit to
leave New York September 4. Round
trip rate $26.73.
Los Angeles.. Cal.-National Ban
tist convention. Dates of sale 'Sep-
lember to 14, looli; limit October 31,
' M06 Rostind, trip rate tixeze. •
For further particulars apply to J.
'T. Donovan. '1i:ctn. PaAtinch, Ky.; R.
• MI Prather, T. A.. Union Deficit.
AMONG TeIE ROCKS NEAR
CRIPPLE CREEK IS HID-
DEN $5o,000.
Secret of Place Where Gold Was
Concealed Dies With Bandit-
Never ":2,n jo y e d Wealth.
Cripple Cre.-, Colo., Aug. 29.-
Somewhere along the too miles of
railroad wItch connects Cripple
Creek and F1c.-ence, Colo., is cached
a fortune in golden eagles. Among
the rocks and boulders lie hidden
$50.coo iii gold and it is very prob-
ably that it will never be found un-
less some lucky hunter by chance
d - covers the e.tehe where Is hidden
the fortune.
lit the summer-of. 1893 the money
was taken inv .-- the safe of an ex-
pre.; car by •si- - train robbers.
All of the rob re now dead and
there is nothieg to mark the hiding
place of tneir ill-gotten wealth. The
last of ti-i robbers was a man by the
name of Marks. On the day which
he set to unear:h tii. treasure he died
at his 'iii cc in Cripple Creek from
pnetur, ida. Marks and one other
robber were the only men who knew
the hdiilg place of the money.
Feared Each Other.
They carried it in calCvas bag.. Into
the along the railroad tracks
near the scene of the holdup and
bieHed it under the rocks xvhile their
r eonfederataes held the trainmen
'.1 express messengr, at bay with
their rifles.
The robbers' planned to allow the
money to remain hidden for several
years so that there could he Ito
chance of their being discovered in
passing it. After the holdup the six
men separated. te)ing to different
parts If the country. Mark4 and the
man who had assisted him in bury-
ing the gold remained in Cripple
Creek together. Each feared the oth-
er and they witched each other like
hawks to guard against any attempt'
to obtain the money. After two years
had elap-ed Marks had become a real
estate man and a lawyer. The other
man died a year after the holdup.
Story of Hidden Treasure.
The story of the hidden treasure
is told by Mayor F. L. Baldwin of
Youngstown. 0., who obtained it
from a half-breed Indian named Clark
while he was in Cripple Creek in 1897.
No living person knew what had be-
come of the stolen $5o.000 at the time
Miayor Baldwin obtained the story but
Clark.
The robbers had selected the year
of 1897 to unearth the money and di-
vide it. They were all to meet in
Cripple Creek on May 25. when
arks and the other man who knew
the hiding place were to get the gold
and there was to be a division. None
of the robbers arrived at the meeting
point on the day selected. Days
passed into weeks and weeks into
months and the train robbers did not
arrive.
Marks was the only living man who
knew the hiding place and he knew
that none of the other men had ob-
tained the money.
• Marks Lived in Terror.
He felt that he was being watchld
by the other four men constantly and
he lived in constant terror for
months. Tie believed that the other
men must be dead and in October he
decided that he would go and' get
the fortune hiniseif; TT e tieeded some
one to help him carry the gold and
he told his story to Clark. who was
a prospector at that time, reserving
the important deta Is and ,simply giv-
ing a general idea of the location of
the hidden wealth.
A day was appointed. The men
\vere to meet at the cabin of Marks,
y Ito livid ;lone, early- one morning.
When the infu-ning came, with it
one it fall of snow.
tred that they ‘votikl be followed
Marks
coidd be tracked in the snow. He
w..uld not can-cut to take the chance.
His limbs quaked with terror when
hi -eTlicd so ne:1- I -) obtaining the
f.e-tune which had been bur'ed for
font year-. Clark described his tee-
ror as most abject. Ile thought that
every runn w lin looked at him and
was a stranger was one of his robber
confederati.- in the holdup.
Death Seals the Mysttiy.
.1nother flay was set \Olen Marks
and Clark were to en to the cacne
and obtain the money. it was des-
tined that the robber was not to reap
the reward of his four 'years' vigil
over the treasure, for the night be-
fore the day appointed when the mon-
ey was to be unearthed Marks was
found- in his office dead.
/Shortly after Marks' death Clark
told the story to Mayor Baldwin
who was at That time in Cripple
Creek established as an attorney and
enjoying the excitement of the early
mining camp. With the death of
Marks also passed away the secret
of the hiding place of the money, for
he left no chart. no papers of any
kind by which the fortune could he
located, and the gold stolen from the
express cafe thirteen year agn stilt
lies buried among the hills along the
Florence and Cripple Creek railway.
"A number of statesmen re:use to
depend on the judgment shown by tr:
comrsum people in putting •`vin for
4.Iflee. I don't know as I blame 'ent:'
--Washington Star.
HOME-WRECKING PHONES.
ane Man at Least Who Wishes
They Had Never Beer
Invented.
Telephones, they say, are respon-
sible for more broken engagements
and bored husbands than any other
one thing. A set of men smoking
after dinner at one of the clubs this
week said so, anyway, and several of
them are in a way of knowing. One
is literally on the verge of breaking
his engagement because the girl in-
sists upon calling him up at least
three times a day, and if he isn't
where she thinks he should be at
that hour she trails him until he is
located, says the New York Telegram.
His most strenuous game of bridge
Is brolzcn into at the club by her call
on the phone; he is made to leave the
ticker to hear her dulcet voice amid
the shouts of operators on the floor
of the exchange to ask if he still loves
her. As though this were not enough,
she call him in the morning before he
goes downtown, and if ever there was
a man on the verge of riot it is this
one.
The curious part of it Is the girl,
who is old enough to know better,
cannot be made to realize that sa-
tiety is fatal and that, no matter how
much a man may care for her, he does
not enjoy the sentiment during busi-
ness hours. Moreover, he does not
care to have the ycke wired on, not
even by telephone, and women who
are prone to do this will do well to
grasp the fact and let the man feel
free, even if he isn't.
As for bored husbands: When they
are called at the office or afterward
every time they are late coming home,
or when the office boy is called upon
by an irate or distracted wife to fur-
nish information, the men after a bit
grew hot in that r2gion of the anatomy
known as the collar. But many wives
seem to be onlivions to the effect and
trouble reigns in the household. '
Fixed and immovable habits of de.
votion, by the way, some.times have
their drawbacks. A certain man who
has been married for more than forty
years has called his wife at noon on
the phone every day without fail from
his office since telePhones were first
installed. He does not care If she is
not at home to answer, but he wishes
to find out if all is right or if she
wishes anything. There have been
days when for one reason or another
he was delayed for an hour or more
in calling, if his wife is at home on
that day she almost dies of nervous
prostration, for she is certain that
something has happened to him. lie
has either fallen dead of heart fail-
ure or has been crushed beneath the
wheels of an automobile and she has
been a widow in her mind many times
over when the bell tinkles for his call
and serenity is restored.
REMAINS TO BE PROVEN.
Colloquy of Two A.ncients Which
Was Prophetic of Modern
Condition-a.
Concerning this treaty, then, said
Karpicus, was it not made with Carlos
Morales?
Of a truth, he answered, relates the
New York Tribune, I believe it was.
And was not Carlos Morales the
chief of state of the Dominican mut>
11c?
Yes, truly! What you imply is not
to be denied.
Then what shall we say? Is it not
quite certain that the sole object of the
treaty was to keep Morales perpetually
at the head of the state? And should
we not therefore reject it?
Incieed, it might seem so, Karpicus,
he said, were it not .that Morales has
now betaken himself to flight and by
his own act is no longer chief.
In that case, said Karpicus, shall we
not affirm-nay, shall we not even be
ready to swear by the nine gods of
war-that we have made a treaty with
chaos?
I do not follow you in. that, he re-
plied, for, although Morales is indeed
gone, the government remains un-
moved, and it exhibits enchanging loy-
alty to the treaty.
But, then, If the treaty did not avail
to keep Morales in his place, should we
not, for that reason, reject it?
By Zeus! Karpicus! he exclaimed,
you must be what those who are VI
ilust about 23 centuries hence will cal'
a crank! For, first, thinkieg the treaty
was a cinch -for Morales, you would
therefore condemn It; and now, per
eeivIng it was no cinch at all for Mo-
rales, you would also on that account
equally condemn it!
Yes, said Karpicus. that is so, for I
am "agin' the administration," and -t
Is fitting that I should swat ft both s-
corning and a-going!
But at that he swung* his well-
greaved leg and Kicked Karpicus 13
parasangs into the middle of next
week.
Russian Woman Socialist.
Vera Zassulich, who was expelled
from Russia, has for many years been
one of a group of leaders who, from
cleneva and other capitals, have been
directing the socialist propaganda In
Russia and who, it is said, brought
about the present crisis there. She
once attempted the life of the Much-
dreaded General Trepoff, father of the
present general, and was the first
omau revolutionist who ever shot at
an officer in Russia.
Trouble for the Tender Heart.
"Yes," said the man gently, "I
ways feel better after the old wo
leave the trolley car- It makes
uncomfortehle to alt end see
r hanging on to the straps."-Inclieue
 --r
AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.
Beards Ridden by Their Owners
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Bele,
In many of the out of the way dis-
tricts of Germany ox racing has lone
been a very popular sport. The en-
trance fee for the races is small, but
the beasts must be ridden by their
owners. The rider is not allowed to
have either whip or spur and he must
ride his animal bareback, trusting to
his voice to guide the beast It is here
that the skill of the rider comes into
play, as everything depends upon the
training of the ox and the ability of
the owner to direct his movements.
As the oxen do not race on a track
it is no easy matter to guide them.
The race course is a field, perhaps a
mile square, the start being made at
one side and the finish at the other.
Sped Is of secondary importance in
the race. Like golf, the sport requires Campbell Buildirzg.
accuracy, and the rider who can force
Ms lumbering charger to go in a
straight line is certain to win.
When all the competitors are lined
up at the starting point the signal to
begin the race is given. Then the fun
commences, for, in spite of the riders'
efforts, the steeds usually refuse to
head toward the finish mark. Besides,
the difficulties are greatly increased
from the fact that the onlookers are al-
lowed to be in the field and may do
anything to interfere with the con-
testants so long as they do not touch
him or his beast. Though oxen arg
naturally the least excitable of ani-
mals., the noise of the spectators soon
reduces them to a s:ate of utter be-
wilderment Often an hour will pass
before one of the oxen is ridden under
the wire. The victor receives a small
money prize, which Is nothing com-
pared to the honors brought him by tots
victory, and the animal is decorated
with garlands of flowers. Among the
peasants great events are reckoned
from the time so-and-so won the ox
race. 
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.
F.nglish Write g Suggests That He
Be Turned Over to the
Doctors.
A medical correspondent of the Lon-
don Lancet suggests th...t murderers, in-
stead of being hanged, be turned over
to doctors for experimentation. He de
sires for science the privilege of studying
disease in the "laboratory of the human
body," and thinks that with this oppor-
tunity the scientist "could look forward
to almost endless possibilities." 01
these possibilities, observes the Phila-
delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth
details, although mentioning transfer-
ence of bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and inter-
esting problems, the solution of which
would be promoted by this plan. He
would use the murderer as a field for the
malign microbe, and turn his tissues
later into a jousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
looking on with eye alert, would referee
the contest and make record of results.
Moreover, so sweet is the faith that in
the correspondent abides, he is confident
the murderer would acquiesce in the
scheme of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
have his last pang accentuated by the
presence of the uncultured hangman.
The proposition is not new, nor, for
reasons easy to cite, can it be made
oprative. That the chance of being de-
voured by cancer or phthlsis would as
an alternative. be seized with eagerness
is an assumption that fails to appeal to
the Judgment tempered as this must be
by humane impulses. And it is of lit.
tie consequence. The change would be
the substitution of torture for quick (Its-
patch. and be on a plane wirb the Chinese
method known as "the death of a thou.
sand cuts," a title grimly explanatory of
the process.
Messages in Ancient Times.
Carrying messages In olden times
called for much Ingenuity. "Nothing
In the world," wrote Herodotus, "Is
borne so swiftly as messages by the
Persian couriers." They had over a
hundred stations, each a day's journey
from the other, and a regular service
of riders carried messages to and fro
at the rates of from 60 to 100 miles a
day. They had their "through COIF
riers," too, for in the rase of a ape
daily confidential message, the text
was tattooed on the shaven head of a
man, whose hair was allowed to grow
before he il es joitrney, so that
his letter might be concealed until he
reached his goal, where, of course, he
would be reshaved.
Boers Revere Buller.
In a letter to an English friend a
South African farmer writes: "Many
of the fighting Boers have told me they
ate quite willing to erect a statue to
Gen. Buller's memory in this country,
They declare he is the only man whe.
.?,rae out to fight iitem in a Slralgh,.
forward manner."
Pride, Not Anger.
Miss Prism-Don't let your dog bite
me, little boy.
Little Boy-He won't bite, ma'am.
"But he is showing his teeth."
"Certainly he is, ma'am, and if you
had Is good teeth as he has you'd
show 'em, too."-Stray Stories
Pity of It
"A pretty woman's lips," remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind me ot
a rose."
"Yes," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
her tongue reminds me of the thorn."
-Chicago Daily News.
311g Inducement.
Dolly-Every time you call, you
make love to me. getting tired of
It Hen can I induce you_to stop it?
"- -Ty ''IIrr"-n'ert
t • . .iko , 't.
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
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FINGER PRINTS FOR ARMY. (RUSH TOWARDS CITY HIS TH.EQRY TESTED.. GIRL SLEEPS FOUR WEEKS
• Pins, Cold Water and Shouts Can
Scarcely Arouse Her.
Kokomo, Ind., Aug. 29.—Miss
Maude Sniow has completed Me i
fourth, week of one of the most re-
markable sleeps in medical records)
She is a resident of Jackson township
eastern Howard county, Indiana, and ,
the daughter of D. H. and Ilia's. Snow,
humble farming folks. Saturday
night, four weeks ago, Miss Snow
was seized with a sleepy spell. She
4 told her parents that she would retire'
• for the night.
The next day she had not arisen
'fate in the afternoon and when her
parents undertook. to awaken her she
could not be aroused. Violent meth-
ods were resorted. to but without ste.ol
cess. A physician was summoned.
He was unable to tell what was the -
matter with the young woman. Va-1
rious theories were advanced, among
thens that, being of a frail constita-I
tion, naturally she had broken down!
from overstudy. A more sensations!
4( surmise was that she had quarreled
with her lover and nervous worry
had produced the strange condition:
with which she was affected. It was
a fact that she had a lover and that
4 he had gone to Virginia and that the
young woman. had taken his depart-
ure very much to heart. If her condi-
tion is due to a lovers' quarrel she
has sot revealed the fact during her
waking moments.
Fail to Explain Conon.
But none of these conjectures; af-
forded a satisfactory. explaoation of
the condition of the young woman,
who continued to sleep, and all the
dbetors summoned to her bedside
have as yet been unable to explain the
case.
She lay like one in a trance. Her
face is chalky white, but her breath-
ing is slow and regular. At times
her features assume the innocence of
childhood.
These conditions have led spiritu:1-
lists and hypnotists to besiege the
• parents for experiments. They insist
that the young woman is under trance
control which can be broken and
that she is possessed by a spirit ig-
norant of the conditions with which
it is surrounding her Hypnotist; be-
lieve she is the victim of a deep and
powerful •uggestion to which she
yields immediately after being rudely
wakened from the strange state which.
enthralls her.
Parents Refuse Experiments.
The parents are skeptical of all
these things and decline to permit
experiments. Nfeanwhile Miss Snow
remains in a profouna slumber. To
arouse her it is necessary to prick her
with pins and pour cold water down
• her back, first standing her in an
upright position. She is violently
beaten and shouted at, for it is felt
that if not awakened at intervals she
will sleep the sleep of death. When
• she come; to herself, as the result of
this treatment, it is as any normal
• person emerging from natural slum-
ber. She rubs her eyes and begins
a conversation upon topics of special
interest to her. Ifer mind is as clear
as at any time in her life. She talks
ietelligently and with interest upon
tonics presented to her attention. Fi-
nally the heavy slumber seizes upon
her and she falls into peaceful sleep.
She will go to sleep while talking.
Miss Snow is given but little of
solid food Of recent days she has
subsisted entirely upon water. How
long she will live in her present state
or how long it may be itntil she re-
covers is a mystery to all who know




Heefvy Rainfall in East and South
Hard to Explain.
Warthington, Atty. 29.--The unpre-
cedented rainfall throughout the cart
and south i• interesting the meteorol-
ogists of the United States. but thus
far they have not\found a satisfactory
answer to their scientific inquiries as
to the causes. The average rainfall
for August in the -vicinity of Wash-
if.nrston heretofore has been less that -
font- incher. but thus far Ibis month
snore than twelve inches have fallen.
P-of. Peke:ire! B. Garriott. one of the
official forecasters of the weather btu -
ream said today that "the rainy sea-
son has been a reversal of the gen-
eral distribution of barometric pres-
sure.
"This distribution," he said. "has
been unusual and abnormal. Ordi-
vnarily at this season of the year the
sp ̂barometer is high, over the southern
sfytes and low in the south. That
the immediate cause of the long-con-
tinued spell of wet weather. No one
knows theh real foundation of these
conditions, which has brought more
thin three times the 'hustle] amount
of rainfall in the month of August."
JUST TO TEST HIS LOVE
k New York, Aug 29.---111 her el
& lciok to test the love of a man whom
she ihad sot seen in several months
i
and of whom she had heard that ne
• was paying attention to another wo-I
• man, Zella Goodyear of 138 West
Forty-ninth street kept detectives of
New York and Kansas City busy for
forty-eight hours. Then they learned
that they had had their trouble for I
nothing.
Mrs Goodyear sent a telegram to
John Stewart, -Kansas City, signet
Identity of Soldiers to Be Established
by a New Method.
POPULATION OP RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
Washington, Aug. 29.—Every man
who enlists in the United States army So
after September I will have the im-
print of his finger marks placed upon
record, together with his measure-
ments, according to the Bertillon sys-
tem, in order that his identity may
never be lost so long as he remains
in the service.
aft
Other State in the Union Shows




Twenty-one of the 61 counUes of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
The finger print system, which :s the census of 1890. These counties,
comidercd the best of all methods of which include one-half of the area of
idintificatihn, has been adopted even the state, showed a falling off in tea
to the exten: that the imprint will be years ranging from a few hundreds oi
when possible of soldiers found Inhabitants in some small counties, to
dead on the battle field. With this im- eeveral thousands in of the
j•rint enclosed in a vial and buried 
.ei'h the soldier it is thought that in
fut,oe wars there need be no "un-
koreyn dead," for the identity of the
soldier can be traced by the finger
print when all other evidence is gone
Surgeon Walter D. McCaw and
Maj. E. F. Ladd, United States army,
rendered a report on this system iii
March, and its official adoption has
row followed.
At present the basis of the denti-
fit:Vim' system is an outline figure
card, wh:ch v,11 be abandoned, A
number of sergeants of ihe hospital
corps have been under instruction in
the finger print system and will soon
go to various army posts to give in-
structions in its use. The system has
been effectively tried. Photographs
were taken of one man with and with-
out a beard. There was no similarity
whatever betweenthe two, but the fin-
ger prints corresponded minutely
for the lints of the fingers of every in-
dividual makes a pattern which never
changes from birth until death.
The chances against two persons
finger prints being alike are one
sixty-four billion. It is thought that
the - ystem will thoroughly guard
against fraud in pension cases. Fre-
quent applications are made to the
pensinn bureau for certificates in lieu
of a lost or destroyed discharge cer
fficste and when pensions are issued
on these substitute certificates the'
art sometimes fourd to be frai.dulent
With the finger rrint system no man
will be ahe to get a new certificate
unless his identity is established by
the finger print system.
QUAKES SHIFT OIL LAKES.
Freaks of Texas Wells Causing Alann
in Some Places.
Galveston, Tex, Aug. 29.—The sud-
den drop in the production of oil, ac-
companied by the peculiar conditions
within the past week., is attributed to
the recent seismic disturbances in the
west. Eight days ago a noticeable de
predation in production was noted in
the several fields, and the decline.
which was at first ascribed to lot-al
conditions, has created alarm.
At Saratoga a number of abandoned
wells began to spurt, while wells that
have been flowing for three and four
years dried up. Similar changes were
noted at Sour Lake. Spindle Ton.
Iforrsble and even in Louisiana field's.
At Humble a well s000 feet deep,
which had been producing a crude oil,
seddenly spouted a high gravity nit
the like of altich -has never been dis-
covered in the south. This oil is about
forty gravity and. burns well without
refining
Prof. Dean Nugent of London, who
is studying the American oil fields,
ileelares the earth disturbances have
shifted the oil' lakes, and that the
coast fields will soon be exhausted.
HORSE FLESH IS GOOD FOOD
Professor in a Scientific School High-
ly Recommends the Dainty.
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,70f
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population ia rural or semi-rural dis-
trict.. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persona, and thew
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
00111111111.
The year* between 1900 and 1906
having bout marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, It
was supposed that the decline In pop
%dation In interior counties woulo
cease, that some of the former loft
would be regained and that, perhaps
improved conditions would be reflected
in the census figures of this year
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000
ma Increase of 11 per mat compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent
Ly completed state census shows that
11 of the 61 counties have fewer in
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show tht
largest decrease in flee years art
Chemung, which includes the city ot
Elmira, heretofore one oL,the largess
maaafacturing towns In the southert
tier, and /Reuben, one of the most fer
tile og the farming oountiee in tht
same region. The falling off in Chit
mung la live years was 2,458, and Is
1teuben 1,907.
Some of the counties of the stab
which do net show a decline in fly'
years show at least very little gala
One of thee* Is Dutcheas, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, an(
which is one of the best known of thi
'dairy and farming couaties of tb,
state. Five years ago the populatuat
was 81,670; this year it is 61,689-4
gain of 19 persona.
Delaware county, the chief dietlac
Lion of which is that it lacludes mon
prohibition territory than any °the)
county in New York, ha: increase(
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during no
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which hart
met in population in the last five yean
are Otsego. famed for hops, Oswego
noted for sterols and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city of
Piattaburg: Schoharie; Cayuga, whic;
include* the city of Ithaca, Greene
which includes the city of Catskill
Hamilton In the Adirondacks, Puha'
and Madison counties In the interior
and Wayne, which increases Its Agri
cultural products every year, but con
Unuea to lose steadily in population.
No other state of the country has et
large a proportion of counties whic)
a:* falling behind in population a.
New York, that is, none of the large'
states. The explanation of them
changes is found probably in the entre
moos increase in manufacturing inter,
seta
In five years Schenectady has
Jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula
tion, Rockland from 38,000 to 45,006
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, ant
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 16 years the population of Na
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have towel




Many a traveler, who has looke.1
forward to a railroad journey as is
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this Just triumph re
corded in the London Globe.
Ile wanted to read, but the man op
posits would persiat In trying to taik
as tufa train moved swiftly along
After *evens' brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is vet.)
green, isn't it?" said the would-be eon.
earastionallet. pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed Ise be
gan another chapter.
Tabs Chugs.
"bets," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines"'
"They use one of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some Irritation—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
...4°r, "are the principal by-products
at the steel industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
neared the student from an interter
ettlage.—Chicago Daily News.
Husband's Esesompenee.
with another tame. telling him that son for not uting it, and tinder prop- 
The Comanche Indians have a law thatfdie had been "mysterinunly shot.' Cr surveillance the custom could he if a buck runs away with another's squaw
Iihe thought he would come on at 1 introduced in this country. It would the husband la to have all hii property,
once if he loved her. But,her scheme not take ,long to bring the obl'c' and marital latractiost is said to Writs
rested( as Ate pleated.
New Haven, Conn., Aug. 29.—
Prof. William 11. Brower, for years
one of the most prominent profes-
sors of the Sheffield scientific school
astonished his Yale friends and the
hor-.e doctors who have been attend-
ing the national convention of vet-
erinary smgeons in this city for the
past week by coming out at the Ban-
(met of the doctors in favor of horse-
flesh as food. •
"I want to see the time come
when horse meat will be freely eaten
and asked for, and 'this applies to
mule meat, too." said Prof.. Brower
"There is less chance of- disease in
the use of horse meat than from that
of any other animal. Fatten the old
horse as you do the old cow and then
eat him. It will bring comfort to the
horse in his old age and will greatly
cheapen the -price of meat.
"There is absolutely no objection to
the 'horse as an article of food ex
cep that vehiell has been raised on
account of religious prejudice. There
is no better meat nor any more fit to
eat. In all the countries on the Eu-
ropean continent horseflesh is used as
fool Horses are fattened for mar-
ket V4,-e wher an:mals and the meat
Is whOlesorne and 'good.
"Irr Paris and other large cities
there are restaurants which sell o-lv
horseflesh, but the law compel; an
ose:o e'n lorse to 1?t• so adver-
tised' ssfien mold tinder penalty 'it
heavy fines. I have eaten horse in
several of these restaurants and /
have never had more wholeeosne .or
finer tasting meat. Popular sentiment





the domIrde for five menthe' wages. an'
"Did you take in the temp'runc• lece!
tore over to Wauehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
"They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskin'
out my corn to take in temp'runce
tares."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
of a carrot which lie had taken from a
convenient basket. "It was a powerful
fine lecture, as Rufe says, but it was
dlscouragin' to a man 'thout helpin'
him any. Reason don't feaze a feller
If liquor gets holt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
op long ago. You've got to reform a
feller In one of two ways—religion or
main stren'th an' awk'ardness. That
was Dominie Walker's theory an' lie
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
the dominle? He was the g,oldarndest
two-fisted, rawboned six-foot-two of
grit an' ginger an' boss sense I ever
teen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, one evenin' he was down to
Tarkio tradin' an' he seen Mose Brun-
emit reposin' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's 'loon, with the rain drippin•
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
crnariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the dominie stood there In
the rain loolsin' at him a while an'
Sn'ly he says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main stren'th an' awk-
wardness may do R. similibus
kewranter"—that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a Rine spring wagon he'd
drove to Own in an' he backs the wag-
on up in the alley, ansheavee Mom is
an' drives off with him. When Mose
woke up he found himself lyin' on •
heap o' straw in the dominie's barn
an' he was some s'prised. After a
while he got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
4io no more'n peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
that was lyin' on the grain cheat.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose—
just barred the door inside and begun
to shahs down hay for his ol' hoes.
"'Where's my cio'es, an' what d'yi
mean by lockIn' me up In your oat
aerated ol' barn?' says Mose.
'Dominie Walker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. He
hadn't DO more'n began to unbar II
whew the dominle caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up Saban' mad an' the
dominie jest knocked him down again
Lidn't say nothIn' only Jest landed hire
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Mose begun to cry an' beg to be lei
out. The &minis didn't say nothIn'—
just finished feetlin' his hose an' went
Cut, After a while Moee got crazy
thirsty. an' yelled for water an' pound
eel the door. Back comes the dominls
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal an'
puts 'em d:iwn on the grain chest an'
goes out. Mose took a swig al
the jug an' then stopped an' tasted.
"'Blame me if It ain't half whisky!'
he says.
-It must have been clout to noon, as
Se felt sorter holler. He took • spoon-
ful of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' thee
went to work an' cleaned out the bowl.
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says, smilin' happ.ly; 'I've
struck It rich.'
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
comes the dominle with a plate c'
' bread an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
ea to 'din boas an' went out 'thout say-
in' a word. leavIn' the grub behind.
After a while Mose got up an sampled
it an' blame if both the bread an' meat
wasn't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way It went right
along. Never a word was said to him,
an everything he ate or drank was full
of whisky. He got mad when the
dominie wouldn't speak to him an'
fought, but all he got by that_was a
lickin'. The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon ha
got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of it an' 'hely the smell of
It turned hie stummuck au' he began.
to stop eatin' altogether. Then the
dominte gave him plain food for a
while an' then the. first thing he knew
he'd be getting whis.ky again.
" 'For heaven's sake, derninie.' says
Moue for the hundredth time, 'quit giv-
in' me that blame liquor. I'm clean
turned agin it. An' treat me like a
man an' not like a dog. Say within! I
don't care what It is. but say suthin!'
"The dominie didn't iinsaer hLn
then, hut the next mornin b- came Its
with a shirt an' hat Ate shore an'
cverales. 'Put them on, Moses,' he
city's, 'an' then you can come out with
mien' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't hold
on converse wIth nobody, for as sure
'le you do you go back on whisky diet
an' break every bone in your body.'
"Moses went out an' billed corn
along with the dominle. Then they put
up hay togethrs- an' hoed potatoes an
dug cellar an' worked alct,y, all through
that summer.
"Along in the fall
charged him, cured.
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ILLIMIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY !eat. two.
No. iof 
- ---
Nt... 141SOUTH BOUND No. 103
Leave Cincinnati .. 8:20 a.rn 6
Leave Louisville  12:os p.m. 
,70 p.m..iii
7:30.a..rti, •
2:28 p.m. 1.62:3°o8 pall. 191705 
a.'. .Leave Owensboro 
',leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City  3:30 p.m. - :o3 a.m. m2:3o ..., “.
Leave Nortonville  4:98 p.m.
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 




meave Nashville  
4:40 p.m.
8:o5 a..
Leave Hopkinsville  79:45 p.illi 11:20 a.m.
Leave Ps'nceton  4:55 p.m. 2:27 a 'n.
Leave Faduzah ...... ....-.-...- 6:15 p.m. • 3:41 i 4:20 p in.mn, 
2:315 p.m.
Areive Paducah  6:to pin. 4: 5 pin.,
Araive Gibbs, Tenr..  8:o6 p.m. 5:51 a.m
6:oo o.m.
Arrive Euiton  7:20 p.m. , 4:5o a.m.
Asrive Rives  8:13 p.m.
Arrive Jackson  
6:ol a.m
7:15 a.m.
&sive Memphis -":mo p.m. 82o am
ilitrsive New Orleans.  10:35 a.m. 8:i p.m.
pim..
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. 104 No. 122
leave New Orleans  7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis  0:45 a.m. 8:5o p.m
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 a.m. moo p.m.
Leave Rives  11:58 p.m
Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo a in.
Arrive Paducah  11:20 a.m. 1:43 a.m. 7:40 a.m.
I.eave Paducah  II:25 a.m. .1:48 a.m. 7:50 a.m.
Atrive Princeton  12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m. 9:29 a.m..
Ainve Hopicinsv•lie  6:15 p.m 5:2o a.m
Arrive Nashville  9723 p m 8:10 a.m.  
A wove Evansville  3:45 P.m 9:45 ant.
Arrive Nortonville  I:28 p.m. 3:51 a.m., ra:35 a.m.
itneive Central City  2:o5 p.m. 430 a.m. I I :30 i.111
AS:4w Horse Branch  3:06 p.m. 5:18 a.m. 12:55 palm
Alive Owensboro  *4:.?5 P.m. 8seo a.m. *4:55 p.m.
Airvive Louisvilk  5:35 Pm. 7:50 a.7111. 4:55 Plat
Astive CioeinnSti  9:15 p.m it :oo nooe •
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
beams Paducah ,  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
/*sive Carbondale  4:25 P.m. 8:40 p.m.
Ave Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Anive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:20 a.m
SOUTH BOUND
















NORT B-OUND 101-801 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:10 a.m.    .
Leave Hopkineville  1 i :20 2.M. 6:4o a.m. .
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 a.m.  .
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m. 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:m5 p.m 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.m. 11:10 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  7:20 a.m. 4:30 Pm.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 P.m
SOU7H BOUND I22-822 136-836
Leave Chicago   6:20 p.m. 9:40 am
Leave St.Loais  0:40 p.m m:50 p.m
Leave Cairo a  6:00 a.m. 5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7.40 p.m
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9'49 a.m. 4:45 P.m:
Arrive Hopkinsville  6: to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m
Trains marked (*) nip daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and ma carry through sleepers be'ween Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Tiains Rot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Pot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
keeper. For further information, ad tress,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, l'aducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Arent, I Tnion Depot Padtcah, Kr.
w. W. HARLOW, D. PA., Lo Ky.'
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A.. NlempY , Fero
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Claes,
W. H. BRILL 13. P. A_ St. lair
DO NOT eur A BICYCLE
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N L Y
,Sea
nr PER FAIP.80
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife etas, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred The,isand pairs ,ow I. actual use. Over
Sevwdy-five TItotInd pairs sold last year.
Notlest the thick robber treall
.`A" and puncture strips
and .B." also rim strip 'it"
to prevent rim cutting. Thipure will outlast any ot&ag
maise—SOFT. ELASTIC a. •
EAST RIDING. 
•
vrlitlfaMspiectiliaTtlity of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up Small punctures
Ng Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined in ..de
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of teeters from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more thstanan ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Bock" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphaltor soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being,squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship .0.0. on approval
tires is r 50 per pair, bat for advertising perpones we are making • special factory price to the rider
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as repreeented.We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 04.55 per pair) if you sendiruLL CASH WITH (HUMIt and enclose this advertisement. We will alio send one nickelplated brass hand pump and :aro Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metalpuncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examtnation.We are perfectly reliable and monerseet to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,banker Express or Preight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair oththese tii-ealyou will find that they will ride easier. run Faster, wear better, last longer and tootSuer than ny time you have ever nod or seem at any price. We know that you rill hese well please&that when you want • bicycle yob will glee na your order. We want you to send us a small trait
order a nce (hi-. remarksbie tire off er."An' then he turned around ate sued cet•-•
buirt-tirrheels. saddles, pedals, parts and reairs. an(
the boys got together and gave him a PriaZa:charga.,„YamAirs. but wilt. Algalus a today. no N it Ten= 'or BUYING,ride on nice three-cornered fence SW /We Woofs bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new •
rail. He never went to. drinkin' again, weadertat offen we are Making, It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW. 4,
though."
"Cured him then??" said the Mora
keeper. "That was one way."
"Yee—tnetn strength ea' awkward
THE DAIL REGISTER DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR FOR to.sown said tie iscsock. —rho tithe,
4 411:tccattalAtIO,R114,1,„teag. PER WEEK. SUSSCtRTB It NOW..
00 mallAirEssity tweryib g in the bicycle line are sold by us at halftheusearb dealers and W le for our ft SUNID041 cats e






GUM, BEECH kNI) OAK FLOOR:NG, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE z
Both Phones 26.
You Can Have Two
Vacations instead
of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends the
p.stures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
while on your va-







÷ ie + + +
-+ RIVER RIPPLINGS.
+
+ + 4- + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- +
The Dick Fowler ;eaves for Cairo
at eight o'clock sharp this morning,
.returning ton ght.
The Hopkins will leave this after-
noon for Evansville.
The Clyde left .ate yesterday after-
noon for the Tennessee river.
The Kentucky is due out of the
Tennessee river today.
Rolf; Varble to Preach Here.
R e v . Ls M. Varbe, of Westport,
Ky., w1ill preach at the Mechanics-
burg Christian church Sunday morn-
ing September 2, at 10:30 a. in. Ail
timbers of the church are urgad
Le present, and friend; are inv td tc
artend. Other announcements wil' be
n-ade et the service.
Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
" Denver, Colorado Spengs and Pu-
eblo, Col.--$36.00. On sale daily to
September loth, with return limit of
'October gat ris. LIME
C--$15•95.




I.ow Homeseficers Rates to many
point; in the southwest, west and
points in the souhteast, west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
Foe additional information, tickets
•etc., tall os any agents of the South-
et address,T. P. IJOGAN, T. P. A., III East
Main sireelt; Lexington, Ky.
C. M. MUNGERFORD, D. P. A.
234 Fourtti avenue, Louisville, Ky.
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.
During the last six months there















Mrs. Charles, iBrMir is vis:ting her
ii:,rents in Cincinnati.
Mrs. C. L. Van Meter went to
Dawson yesterday for a sojourn.
MissLera Keys of Murray is visit-
Lig Miss Wil ie Willis on north
Sixth street.
0. W. Scott, of St. Louis. is here
on business.
A. N. flank of Cincinnati is inter-
viewing the merchants today.
A. L. Hooper, of Centralia. Ill., was
a business visitor yesterday.
W. M. Ramond, of Auburn, Ill., is
here on business.
Edw. Morgan of Louisville is in
:he ety.
A. L. Madison of Bowling Green
anived in the city last night.
J. B. Chamberlain, a business man
of Eldorado. Ill., is here for a few
ciays.
Con Linn of Murray is here on
business.
M'iss Naltinie Sewell and mother of
Brownwood. Texas, are vis:ting the
family of Capt. W. H. Edwards No.
511 ,Wpthington street. Miss Swell is
making the round trip to Evansville
on the Steamer Jno. Hopkins but
will return here Thursday.
G. G. Butler, merchant of Aurora
-s n the city purchasing fall goods
Cap* KA}Risyis leaves to today tc
atterfd thrS,Vpmeeting at Eddyvile.
JuJdge E. Barry, of Benton, is herc
on legal business.
NT. Wilson and Thos. Wilson, of
Sin thland, were in the city yesterday.
Mrs. S. T. Huffman and daughter
of Dallas. Tex., and Mrs. Wm. Pur-
don and daughter of St. Laois are the
guests of Mrs. S. L. Anderson, of S
Fourth street.
Miss Frances Clark will return to-
day from a visit to friends in Bard-
well.
'Miss Asa Boditins of Bardwell wi•
arrive today to v sit her sister, Mrs.
A. W. Grief, of South Fourth.
W. W. McCabe, chief dispatcher of
Paducah district of the I. C. road,
has returned from her vacation.
Miss Lillian Dicke is visiting friends
at Eddyville.
Attorney Frank Lucas went to Cin-
cinnati yesterday.
Miss Carrie Cooper, a popular
young lady of Benton, is the guest
of Miss Mattie Wilson, sot norts
Eighth street.
Mrs. Ruth Shelbonrne of Wickliffe
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Frank
H ill.
Misses Bertie Rdesch and Mary
Mariette arc visiting Mrs. R. E.
Moshel. of north Eighth street.
B. J. Bill ngs %%Me and children
now have been visiting relatives ir
Alabama have returned home.
Miss Vera Davis who has been
isiting in Alabama has returned
Ii ome.
Miss Loretta Bil ings of Jackson-
v:le, Fla., is here to spend the w.nter
ith her uncle B. J. BilIngs
+ +





..The best quality and the biggest
'value offered in Paducah.
Telephone 175 and let us send you
a supply.. Three rolls for 25c and each
roil as big as yoto head.
..We are sole agents for the
-'1.311ZATEI Nit r YORK" brand...
$




Right Bell at Side Door.
to St. Lou s yes•
visit.
Kelly of Owensboro,
W. Brooks, 433 Clark
'Frisco Adjustments Completed.
The New York underwriters, the
Citizens of Missouri, and the Hart-
ford have closed their adjusting of-
fices at San Franc sco. having com-
pleted the settlement of al their in-
dividual losses. They had 22 ad-
justers there, representing the New
York underwriters, the Citizens of
Missouri and the Hartford and they
had a farewell banquet at the Te-
c'san Tavern the last evening of ;heir
s:ay. J. J. Purcell and Normal-
King will 'remain to close up the
committee losses outstanding—Frotr
Journal to Commerce and Commerce
Bulletin.
The first two compan•es named are
represented in Pad.scah by Abram J..
Weil & Co.
-1.
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville—
September 17-22.
Ewing, August 30-3 4 ys.
Elizabethtown, September 4-3 days.
Paris. September 4-5 days.
Barderco.vn, September 5-4 days'.
Monticello, ...)eptemoer 11-4. nays.
Glasglow, september 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 18-5 oays.
Hartford, September 19-4 days.
Henderson, September 26-4 days.
Falmouth, Septternber 26--4 days.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days. ..
Owensboro, October 2-5 clays.
Mayfield. October 3—days.
+ + + + •:•• + + •:.
+ LOCAL MOW'S IN BRIEF '
++++++++++++++
—This may not be the coldest
August day in history ,but if weather
will stay as pleasant and beaut.ful
as it has been for the past few "darYi,
no one will want to murder the
weather-atan.
—It would be a good scheme if the
contractor could devise some means
of preventing the dust clouds that
nearly suffocate the people passing
the Palmer, which is undergoing re-
pairs.
—A negro living on Harris street
with the lurid name of Tom Bloodsaw
was arrested by Officer Long yester-
dr for cruelly beating his boy.
Ernest Walker and /See Perkins,
two young regroes, were u; before
Jadge Puryear yesterday on the
charge of beating and kicking a 12-
9ear-o:d negro toy by the 'Jame of
'Herman Roach. The case was con-
tint eel until today.
- and Mrs. of
boo Kentucky avenue. tree rejo•cing
over the arrival of a tine boy iihich
sr.ived yesterday morning.
—Mrs. W. R. Junes :s ly ng quite
ill with malarEar fever at her tome
mos Bridge street.
The Luther League of the German
Lutheran church will meet at 2:30 p.
m. today with Miss Clara PliiIiips, 3t:
South Third street.
--Geo. Lytle, a negro, was fined
$roo En the police court yesterday
(or whipping his wife.
Miss Ethel Robertson. of 433 South
Ninth street is quite ill.
Dr. Reynold's the occulist. has
Inoved his office from the Fraternly
building to rooms over Riley & Cooks
on South Sixth sear Broadway.
Notice.
All parties holding 'bills or ac-
counts against the city of Paducah are
requested to file them with the under-
signed Friday morning, Aug. 3.r, so as





Pupils May Select Their
Teacher.
Mrs. John J. Dorian's school w II
iesume work Monday. Sept. loth
The courses include all the English
branches, also Latin, French, Short-
hand and Bookkeeping.
For information call at corner of
Fourth and Adams.- Old 'phone 1478
Picture Framing.
l'ictures framed in correct style and
delivered when promised, 529 Broad.
way. • f,
Negro Stabbed.
Suffering from a severe wound in
the left .iide, Dennis Cody, a negro
I. C. helpelt, was brought from Fulton
and placed in the I. C. hospital yes-
terday. Tie received the wound in a
fight at Fulton. by another negro
who is in jail there.




+ + + + + + + + + + + +
WANTED FOR U. S. .4.F1:v1Y—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
rond House, Paducah, Ky.
•
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 533 South Third street,
New phone 900A.
FOR SALE—Two hand-pop






Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold l'illed Case. Elgin Movement,A Seth Thomas Sza.00 Mantel Clock for 
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons., a set 
OUT entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent.off regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargians weare offering
A special reduction on every article in our store for to days only—strictly for cash—





313 BROADWAY, GUT NIUE'S OLD STAND.
LOST—$5.00 bill at City GeriisiiI J. A. KONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.






FOR RENT—Room for rent at
314 North Sixth St. 14bscribe For The 
FRIGHT LOSES CONSULSHIP
G. J. Bowens Quits Guadeloupe
Because of His Riot Report.
Washington, Aug. 29.—G. Jarvis
Bowens has resigned as American
cogsul at Guadeloupe, French West
!Ind es. He left the service shortly
after the rioting in Guadeloupe,
which caused him to send alarming
rssorts to the state department about
thc dangers which threatened Ameri-
can interests 'in Guadeloupe.
Mr. Bowens reported that the "situa-
tion was serious and was- beyond lora;
control. In consequences of this re-
port an an American gunboat was
sent to the island to the displea.sure
of France, which had warships neat
Guadeloupe and was prepared to
check election trots.
An investigation of conditions in
Guadeloupe is said to- have shown
that the American consul was not
warranted in making such aarmins
reports and this is believed to have
been the cause of his withdrawal from
the serv.ce. Mr. Bowens is a negr(
and was appointed from . Virginia and
went to the post at Guadeloupe June
st. 1905. His successor has not yet
been appointed.
Dr. Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pito.
togranhers. on South Sixth, near
Iron Mantels for Sale.
I have a lot or iron mantels, taken
from the Palmer House, that will be
sold cheap. The mantes are as good
as new. Call at the Palmer House
znd set them.
J. W. LOCKWOOD.
STATE TAX ON Stoo.000,000
Ohio Gets Per Cent on Gross Earn-.
infra of Public Corporations.
Columbus, 0., Aug. 29.--Trie gross
earnings of the public service corn-
pan es taxed under the Cole law will
reach this year the enormous sum of
$Aci0000,000. The reports of the corn
panics are due by Sept. 1 and many
;re already in. Included in the fist
of quasi public corporations taxed
'tinder this law are steam and electric
railroads. express, telegraph and tee-
phone. signal and messenger pipe
line, gas and electric light and pourer
I companies and freight line companies.
1 They are taxed 1 per cent. on theirgross earnings so that the lay: willI roduce this year $200000000 Entetenue. 1.ast year their earnings
reached only $180.00es000.
When needing first-class table ,ser-
vice at  or dini s hon iBroadway. Dick T.ogan.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.







011P111/CE PHONIC 4,114-4 RINSIDENCIE PHONE gag
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
I Horse Power Motor.
554 Horse PQ brown
II Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street
& P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO. •"'
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
, ri
203. 20E> S. Tnfrd
parties
ng P 4/471. Both Phones No. 110.
111111=111111•10. 
GENUINE TRADEWATER C
Lump 12c, Nut 11 c.
AL REAL PITTSBURG
,cLump 13c, Nut 12c.
Let us hate your order now
West Kentucky Coal Co.
. I i
.10 Incorporated.
Office Second and Ohio. BotasT elephones 254.
 SAMMIONOMMINTMEW 
